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editor's note
Our Spring issue isn't the double issue as was hoped. Money is tight and it's
a real challenge to see what can be done with the amount we have.
However, although the issue is smaller, the work is not. We have some fine
pieces by developing writers, many of them from right here on campus.
Kathy Austin's poetry always inspires me and the fiction I received from
Suzanne Kelly-Garrison is impressive. I have published her shorter piece
here; look to our Fall issue for her longer story.
I am a fan of Lyn Lifshin's work and it is a honor to publish her. I wa a
student here in 1975 when she was a visiting poet and I was fortunate
enough to meet her. I've read Simon Perchik's work in several publications,
most recently in the April issue of Prairie Schooner, and I welcome the
opportunity to publish him.
As I have always known, Wright State has plenty of quality writers here on
campus. We had a nice response to our Student Literary Competition and
the results are here to enjoy. I would like to thank Beth Wharton and Mike
Warren for taking charge of this event in addition to their workload as
Teaching Assistants. They did an admirable job and it is appreciated.
Back to WSU authors, I'm looking for more submissions from WSU students,
faculty, and staff. Submission Guidelines are in the back of this issue and
can also be picked.up at the nexus office or by sending us a SASE.
I will be reading over the summer so send me the best of your best.
A big reason for the success of nexus is due to the hard work and pure magic
of our business manager, Karen Brewer. Karen works very hard behind the
scenes and her efforts are often hidden. Without her energy, there wouldn't
have been a Spring issue, so a big appreciative Thank-You to Karen!!
I respect all the comments and criticisms on my last issue and hope there is
improvement to be seen here.
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A Judgment Reversed

Suzanne Kelly-Garrison
Martin Hennesey had not felt like himself for days. He ':on
dered if it was overwork, or the invariable anxiety that struck him
when he needed to fly. At one time he had trusted the airlines to bear
him safely through the sky in the same way he trusted sky_scrape~s to
stay in the air. This trusting attitude had changed when his la': _firm
defended an airline in a negligence suit. He sat through deposition
after deposition of the defendant airline while _a deft plaintiff's att~r
ney methodically and relentlessly asked _questions of corporate offic
ers, maintenance crew members and their foreman. He had the feel
ing of sitting ringside while a bantam weight had feather-punched a
flat footed champ into confusion and disgrace.
He thought of the web of confusion opposing counsel had .
woven around the deponents. The inadequate responses of the main
tenance foremen, and the chilly answers of officers with an eye on
volume, and the bottom line came back vividly to him whenever he

~w.

d

Hennesey sat second chair" at these depositions but suggeste
to lead counsel, a much younger man, that they should settle. These
were not facts that would play well in front of a jury he reasoned, ~nd
the law is clear on the special duty of care owed by a commo~ earner
like an airline. The duty is greater precisely because the pu~hc ~ust
place their trust in them. Hennesey was disgusted by the chent s
breach of that trust, and thought that punitive damages wou_ld serve
them right. Still he suggested repeatedly to the young ~ssociate that
they negotiate a settlement in the best interests of the chent ..
younger man jovially slapped Hennesey on the back ~d said, G~;
back to your wills and trusts if you're not ready f~r a f~gh~, Marty._
Hennesey had bristled at the younger man s uninvited familiarity-he encouraged no one to call him "Marty_," He already re
sented this man because he was marked as heading for partner at an
early age. Hennesey at 59 had never made partner. H~ was s~rt of a
specialist, a permanent associate. Whenever his status in the firm
came up in conversation he would laugh good nature_dly at wh~t an
anomalous position he was in, as if to indicate that things were JUSt as
he wanted them to be. He would suggest that "Old Crenshaw( the
long-dead founding partner, had given him the chance _to buy m years
ago. He purposely misled the hearer of the story to believe that old
II

Tl;;

Crenshaw had offered him an equity partnership, and that the offer
had been inexplicably rebuked by Hennesey. Such was not the case.
Old Crenshaw was mere legend to most of the associates with
whom Hennesey shared office space, but to Hennesey he had been a
sort of mentor. Gaunt and stoop shouldered, Josiah Crenshaw had
been the most revered wills and trusts man in Kansas City, and
Hennesey prided himself that Crenshaw knew Hennesey's worth and
shared his interest in a properly drawn will or trust instrument.
Hennesey learned much of his craft from him. He followed
Crenshaw's advice in most things but one: Hennesey could never
bring himself to attend the funeral of a deceased client and hold the
widow's hand. Hennesey preferred meeting on his own turf in the
firm's library.
The library was large and well appointed. It had in fact been
old Crenshaw' s office at one time. The dark wood bookshelves were
filled with books that he thought of as old acquaintances. Sometimes,
when waiting for clients, he would run his hand gently over the spine
of a volume of Corpus Juris Secundum or some other substantial and
comprehensive work and feel at ease.
Against one wall of the library a number of computer termi
nals, or pc's" as the young clerks called them, had been installed. He
thought of them as weeds in a garden and was bothered by their
encroachment. Why would it ever be necessary to get the law from a
database. He hated that word, database." It was frequently used by
the aggressive Lexis sales reps who tried to encourage his use of their
electronic research devices. "Computer-aided Legal research" was
what they tried to peddle to him. He was disquieted as much by their
terminology as by their equipment.
Hennesey loved the certainty of the printed word and the feel
of paper between his fingers. This was the law. What appeared on
these computer screens were blips of light that could be summoned by
typed commands of these sales reps. Whole cases or pages of the
Internal Revenue Code would be called forth instantly and then disap
pear as quickly. Hennesey had been astounded by a sales demonstra
tion during which a sales rep had been able to locate an obscure ruling
on IRD, Income in Respect of a Decedent, that had proven very useful
to Hennesey.
·
And yet there was something lacking in all of this. The law
was not a magic show. Using their computer had not given him the
satisfaction of reading black on white and turning pages in pursuit of
the law. He enjoyed scouring bound volumes for the exact bit of
language or lore that ·he needed to return to his meticulous drafting.
Today he wondered at the source of his disquietude, his anxi
11
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ety. It was something just outside his reach. He sensed something
lurking so often that he found himself turning suddenly to look down
the corridor of his peripheral vision, expecting to see someone or
something. Lately he found himself sitting up in bed and calling o~t
"Who's there?" having been jolted out of a deep sleep by the sensation
that someone was. No one answered. Hennesey lived alone. He had
also b n bother d by a recurring dream in which a large creature, a
bird p rhaps, pur ued him down an ver narrowing all y way. Upon
awaking he wondered at his fear and at that which was uns en, veiled
in his dream.
Tomorrow he needed to be in Chicago for a will contest. Ordinarily he loved these squabbles because the certainty of the written
word nearly always prevailed. But the law allowed relatives who felt
slighted by a testamentary disposition the right to tell the court ex
actly why. It was always an uphill battle for opposing counsel to
overcome the presumption that what was contained within the will,
properly drafted and executed, was not exactly what the decedent
intended.
He secretly revelled in the smug satisfaction that would settle
around him when disinherited or otherwise dissatisfied relatives of
the deceased gathered, like vultures he thought, to testify to their love
and devotion to the lately departed, and of course to their amazement
at his aberrant behavior in changing his will. He disdained these
public displays of emotion more than the obvious greed that he wit
nessed. "Undue influence" by those who benefited most through the
will was always claimed but hardly ever, in his experience, satisfactorily substantiated. His document would stand.
But it was rarely loyalty to the client that was vindicated at
these proceedings. It was more the nobility of the law, and that which
was drafted in its arcane language that were upheld and even honored by the court.
The voice and intention of the dead would sound through the
will he drafted, and the judge would uphold it despite the circus of
protest it produced among the living. Hennesey delighted ~n the. .
knowledge that his document could defy death itself, ordering d1stn
butions of property, both real and personal, bequeathing assets to
reward devotion or punish slights, or even granting legacies of cash to
mysterious persons unknown to the grieving widow. Once he had to
locate a legatee in France. The cost to the estate of locating her and
dealing with the French solicitors far exceeded the amo~t left to her.
in the client's will. The widow had not been understandmg about this
bit of testamentary awkwardness. The legatee was a woman the
decedent had known briefly during World War II; she was now a
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grandmother living on her son's farm in Provence. The widow imag
ined her still as a femme fatale.
A will, he thought, was like the descendant's headstone:
marmo~eal and certain. The law made it so. Hennesey was a proud
votary m the temple of order and certitude.
On the night he was to leave for Chicago, he stopped at a
bookstore to buy something to read on the plane. He walked the
aisles without being able to identify what it was he needed. He bent
over to take a paperback from a lower shelf when he noticed the legs
of a slender young woman, who was likewise bending to reach for a
book. He was befuddled by what he thought then: that the curve of
her calf was exquisite and that the shape of her bending knee put him
in the mind of a perfect pearl. She replaced the book and walked
away.
He began to follow her through the aisles, desperate not to be
found out. She stopped at a set of shelves, which he discovered after
taking down a book, was the poetry selection. He had never liked
poetry, yet there he stood with an anthology of modem verse in his
hand, pretending to read from it and hoping that she would bend her
knee, just once, for him. But she did not.
He noticed her face from a sidelong glance. Her face revealed
~ore age than ~e had first thought, more wrinkles than he had imag
ined. Her profile was not what it should be. He was relieved some
how to find these imperfections in her. He had only one mistress to
whom he had given his life-the law, and he wished to remain true.
Yet when he wanted to walk away, he found that he couldn't. He
wanted to speak to her, but what would he say? So he turned page
after page and his uneasiness grew.
·
The book he pretended to read from irritated him. These
poems were not logical, not well-ordered, he thought. There was
nothing familiar in these pages. Because he could not force himself to
read any one poem line by line, he began to read only the last word or
two of each line. He was surprised to find a giddy kind of freedom in
doing so. There were not answers to be sought here, simply words on
a page which, unlike the law, dealt with nothing that mattered. This
was all nonsense he was sure, but it allowed him to linger in her
presence.
He read "beauty...dry...water...sky...stones...swans." An entire
stanza in a few effortless seconds. Occasionally an entire phrase
caught his eye: "...wheeling in great unbroken rings/ Upon their
clamorous wings." He moved from page to page, poet to poet in this
fashion.
Once he felt that she had looked at him, and the title of the
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book he held in his hand. And had she smiled? The thought made his
heart race but he dared not look up and meet her gaze. Perhaps she
was only looking past him to another shelf. He turned several pages
and his eyes lighted upon a string of words: "I have heard the mer
maids singing, each to each./ I do not think they will sing for me."
He did not like these lines or this poet and skipped forward to an
other. He found words that made him think of the woman next to
him: "I knew a woman lovely in her bones... / The shapes only a
bright container can contain." She reached for another book. He
realized that he had begun to resent, almost hate her, for the tumble of
emotions she had incited in him.
He returned to his reading and happened upon a phrase to
which he could knowledgeably respond: "A Delaware corporation..."
Yes, he thought, and what about it? Had a shareholder derivative suit
been filed? Was this the subject of poetry? He read on: "A Delaware
corporation weeps at a nude of Michelange~o." What ~tt~r non:5ense,
he thought, and he felt himself a fool for being drawn in hke this.
The woman had turned to leave. He felt helpless to stave off
the longing he felt. But it was more than longing, it was an aching
regret that he seemed powerless to ignore. She was holding two
books, deciding which to buy and which to put back on the shelf. He
wanted to take her in his arms and kiss her and tell her he would buy
her shelves of books. He did not. In a moment she was gone.
The next morning he steeled himself for what he considered the
indignity of entrusting himself to the airlines. Although he made a .
point never to travel on the airline that had hired his fi~m ~o defen~ 1t,
he suffered bitterly at the thought of being vulnerable in flight. Being
in a plane above the clouds was for him like being in the claws of
some indifferent and capricious bird.
He was relieved to be on the ground at O'Hare. In the taxi into
Chicago he felt safe enough to mock his own terror of flight and soon
felt like himself again. He was early for his court appearance, and as
always, he was impeccably prepared so he decided to go for a walk
and find a cup of tea. He came to a plaza between two mod~rn glass
and steel government buildings. There in the plaza was an impres
sively large metal sculpture. He recognized it as a Calder, mostly by
its annoying reddish orange color and the size and scale of it.
The sculpture put him in mind of a visit he had
paid many years ago to Anna, his favorite niece, when she was a
student at Indiana University. She had taken him to see a perfor
mance of Don Giovanni at the university. He hated the idea of going
to the opera but was prepared to endure this anticipated assault upon
his patience to please his niece. As they walked in front of the opera
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house he was accosted by the sight of a similar sculpture. He thought
it was hideous.
"It's a Calder, Uncle Martin. Isn't it great." Anna had said to
him.
"A what?" He thought she had said a "cauldron," for it looked
to him to have been conjured up in some dark place, in the mind of a
vastly confused and possibly dangerous person.
"A Calder. Alexander Calder. I think it is wonderful."
He looked at it more closely. The bolts which fastened the
sweeping arcs and curves of the piece together were exposed. "Not
much of a craftsman," Hennesey thought.
"What's the...the purpose of it Anna?" he had asked, trying not
to reveal his annoyance. She looked at him and laughed "Oh, Uncle
Martin."
He looked at it once more before they went inside the opera
house. It seemed an indictment of the order and certainty that he
valued in his life. There was nothing about it that seemed serious or
even well planned. There was nothing in it he recognized. The arbi
trary bends and curves of it offended him. And that color! He imag
ined that in time the metal would rust and the Board of Regents
would order that it be taken down. Oxidation, he reasoned, is the
natural process that will sweep away the irrational and chaotic spans
of metal so capriciously fastened together by this Alexander Calder.
At last he said, "Well Anna, I think your university bought a
bill of goods." She took him by the arm and they walked into the
opera house.
DQTI Giovanni had hardly been the boring experience he had
expected to endure. It was sung in English. This pleased him. He
found himself remarkably caught up in this story, although he was
embarrassed in front of Anna by the Don Juan story line. He found
himself indignant that Mozart's Don Juan was getting away with so
much, not merely seduction and adultery, but the murder of an im
portant state official-the Commendatore. He found himself anxious
for retribution and for order to be restored. He had been thrilled and
felt himself strangely vindicated when the statue of the murdered
Commendatore came to life to take the arrogant, unrepentant Don
Giovanni to hell. It was the statue of the Commendatore, this stem
visaged monument to order and law that ruled in Hennesey's imagi
nation, not the whimsy of a Calder.
The powerful music indicating the triumph of righteousness
over lawlessness and licentiousness as the statue comes to life had
choked Hennesey with such strong emotions that he had been unable
to answer Anna, who after the last scene had turned to him, smiling
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and said "You probably didn't like this either, did you Uncle Mar
tin?" He had felt such love for her then, and wanted to explain so
much to her and to protect her from so much. But he had only smiled.
Today as he crossed the plaza, he had first become aware of
this giant Calder with its characteristic bends and arcs as it was re
flected in the two-story atrium windows of one of the glass govemm nt buildings. The illusion startled him for the sculpture looked like
something incorporeal hovering just off the ground. He looked
around wishing to find a face equally bemused by the scene. He saw
the cold and determined faces of other men, lawyers he presumed,
rushing to court dates, looking at their watches in exasperation.
When he looked back at the reflection, he noticed one man who
stood at the entrance to the building. Hennesey assumed he was
waiting for a client. The man clutched a bulging brief case that he
tapped lightly and distractedly. He looked to Hennesey like a magi
cian waiting in the wings, rehearsing in his mind his next trick. What
rabbit did this man plan to pull from his hat today? It amused
Hennesey that the lawyer was so oblivious to the alien form in the
reflection that appeared to be descending on him.
Suddenly Hennesey heard a whooshing sound behind him that
was followed by a chorus of flapping wings. He wheeled on his heel
and saw the swirling assent of a flock of pigeons. They flew upward
in and around the sculpture. He felt an unfamiliar and disturbing
tightness in his throat, as if there were words to be said but he knew
not what they could be. He felt himself drawn towards this imposing
sculpture. He stood underneath it and gazed up into its expansive
arcs, and he looked at where the thing touched the ground and was
amazed at how lightly it seemed to do so. How could this mass of
metal be so poised in time and space on such delicate feet? It seemed
to him suspended in some medium other than air.
He asked himself, "What does it mean?" and searched every
inch of the sculpture for an answer. He found a small plaque that
gave the title of the piece, "Flamingo." A trickle of curiosity stirred
inside him but he strove to fight off this feathered feeling by saying to
himself, "How ridiculous, How preposterous," even "How mon
strous," was this sculpture. How unnecessary was this thing and how
unnecessary were the feelings it stirred in him. He made a gavel of
the clenched fist that he hammered through the air to finalize his
judgment.
He began to feel self-conscious about the gaping inquiry he was
making at the feet of this towering figure. He looked to see if he were
being observed as he walked briskly away from the sculpture. Yet
something made him tum to ask of it one final question. It was then

he recogni~ed his answer. There in that tangle of metal arcs and
curves, which had only been cold chaos to him a moment earlier, he
saw a warm, humorous, even maternal form: a graceful bird bendin
01:1 one leg to drink from an unseen pool. Hennesey laughed at his g
disc?very, then wept f?r the grace of the gesture and said in a voice
audible to those brushing past a single word-"beauty." ~
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She is on a short trip away from her husband and I have been left?
She revels in a temporary joy and I deny a change that will last?

First Place Fiction
The Whole Bed

Sara Munro
I. I Sound Off

V. I Try the Whole Bed

I have, in the past, said "epiphanies are bullshit:" _They j~st
don't happen in real life-they are the last resort of a fiction wnter.
"Why! in this story Janie comes to realize ..." If they happened as
often as they are written about we would all be on a perpe~al road to
Damascus and continually live on the brink of transformation from
Saul to Paul and be surrounded every moment by a thousand other
Pauls falling to their knees, suddenly blinded by the light of selfknowledge.
II. I Confess
So. Now I have to confess: I had an epiphany last week. I feel
pretty tacky about it-the way I feel when I rip off the hokey TV.
Guide covers and trash them so I don't have to be enraged by Mid
Western schmaltz all week. So there's some kind of justice in having
my epiphany brought to me by The Simpsons and sponsored by The
Heartbeat of America and Bob Evans.
III. What Happened
Here's my catalyst: Away from Homer for a weekend, Marge
curled small in the bed, huddled on her side as all wives do. And
then she blinked, sighed, rolled over, and stretched luxuriously across
the bed in a way few married women ever do.
.
Here's my epiphany: A year after he left, I still sleep ~n my
side of the bed-neatly and tidily curled into a small ball using as
little space as I can.
. .
Here's my confusion: How can a cartoon character learn m five
minutes what I haven't learned in a year?
11

IV. Some Answers?
Well gee, it's just a damn cartoon?
Marge is wiser than I am?

,,

Here's what happened: I tried to spread out one night and felt
so cold and small and lost. I don't know how to sleep on my back
anymore. Neatly, I felt like I had been laid out. Sprawled, I was too
aware I had not been laid.
VI. I Rationalize My Failure
Why can't I do this: because I still think someone will come
along and fi~l the sp_ace? So why learn to like a whole bed only to go
back to curling up tightly so as not to jostle him or irritate him or to
brush a not-well-enough-shaved leg against him and be scolded for
scratching him?
VIL Real Answers
I want nothing of this freedom.
I want to confine myself to a certain space.
I want to be curled small and looked after.
I want to know I don't need a whole bed. ~
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To my brother, John
Bob Lutz

Am I A Disability?
L.M. Schwartz

John and I went differently.
Th race was on
but I had left the track.
I couldn't r cognize
how John could devote.
I ridiculed him;
John said nothing,
or fought back as best he could.
I threw away
the last tatters
of faith,
even in myself.
While John fed
and strengthened
and redoubled
his determination.
I mired between
the verges of acceptable
and trouble.
John reached
and grabbed
and began his ring collection.
We were different before,
in a different way,
but I didn't notice
so much.
That's my specialty,
not noticing.
We shouldn't talk
about things significant to
others

Wouldn't we have had this difference
whether it happened or not?
We are not the same;
rather,
we are of the same.

(cause I get drunk and then hurt
when you won't argue fair),
but I still like to hug you
and kiss the side of your face.

Ami a disability?
Is that how i'm defined?
Or Am i a woman who will not be denied?
Am i my fear and discouragement? Is that what i've become?
Or Ami a human, who's risen above-what they said
could not be done
Ami limited by the label that society has placed upon me?
Or Ami free to choose, to empower my abilities?
Ami the frustration and ignorance that i experience from my
teachers?
Or might i be a good-will ambassador, or an emissary who
educates the educators?
Am i positive, compassionate, hardworking-do i care enough
to change?
Or will i in a weak moment, give up and have to start all over
again?
You see, I've heard these questions from both sides now, and
here is what I have foundWe are the best we can be in the moment
even when we stumble to the ground.
And I have learned that we can continue, even when we
think"Oh what's the use", because on a much deeper level, we are
sick and tired of the abusethat ignorant people dish out-because of their limited
understanding. Yet, it is our responsibility to educate &
enlighten on behalf of people who aren't standing
Because, you see, I am so much more than my disability.
I am so much more than that label implies
I am so much more than what meets the eye
Give us a chance
Please don't fear us
We are human just like you
We want equality, equanimity, and
good-will & peace, like some of you.
17
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Canonicals of Love
Anthony M. Cafaro

IAm
LaShawne C. Meriwether

Black, I am.
I am not incapable.
I am not the spawn of lesser people.
My ancestors are awesome and fearsome.
Fearsome, I am.
But you can love me too.
Different, I am.
You are too.
I am not bad, I am not good.
Perservering, I am
because I am know I cannot rest,
because I know
I am Black
and my ancestors did not rest.

Red spit! the old man's lips drooled, bitter upon his pipe.
Holy father, who, in his white cassock-cloth and collar,
slouched out on the green velvet sofa of a swooning afternoon.
(The bells of his tunic, too, were happy.)
In the heavenly regions of his sleep, where lying beneath
a crimson tapestry of the Holy Virgin, he trembled amorously
at her feet: 0, the incredulous dreaming! the impious
confessions! the terrible indiscretion and desire, which made
even the lap of his sacred robe rise reverent to her holiness,
Mary, mother of his happiness.
The smoke of his pipe palpitated upon his lips and rose
to a billowing grey above his baldness; like that of a Byzantine
icon, a great nimbus formed above his head.
And out of the ivory hand which was held before him,
Paradise was conjured.
Emergent from the embroidered silk, the Spirit came near;
Heaven illuminated endlessly in the virginal eye.
And from his sleep, an indefinable voice, which shook his
soul and made the fat of his cheeks turn red with his dreaming.

Clemens 21
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The Conjurer and the Legerdemain

Will McClain Clemens
for Herbert Woodward Martin
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Stepping spring in a purple,
striped knithat, bounces,
touches words with fingers,
like small wands, he moves,
an Alabama wind that's wound
its northern way this sharpest
of.winters.

/ /'/
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/
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Snows wear away,
what's left is a small, drinkable pool,
tiny, sparkling yellow flowers,
May drum music, dreams.
Tones linger like German or Afrikan bells.

alexis e. larsen
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led to brain, death by internal
complications. We are created.

First Place Poem

double run-jack of spades.
Sound of ice cubes tolling
against the rim of his glass.

his knobs

don't ever drink.
I won't. I was young.
Grandfather! I mowed y ur lawn

Ken Haponek

you showed me how to bluff you
let me drink Pepsi from bottles
I was wet clay in your hands when will you die
Jetsam ... Damn you poetry. Damn you for taking me here.
Sitting on the swing. I'm writing
about my work with summer camps. Sandy
brings out his medication. They
mix it in pudding. He knows.

I recline in a purple-plush r diner
soaking up reclinations from p ms
and not just any, but the best
America has to offer. And these
Poems of America's worth as literature
nudge my thoughts elsewhere; jetsam.
mass in his throat. malignant tumor.
lymphoma. cancer. it means the same.
My father telling me while stacking ?oxes
he's decided not to have surgery the relief
we cannot express. Mother smoking again,
the bathroom window always open,
an occasional Valium-we'll have kabobs later
it is hard for her. my grandfather
slept in her bowl of cherries.
Smell of potatoes in a skillet. Onions
sizzling & peppers screaming. His wonderful
laugh-you still can't crack eggs, Kenn~ M?
.
Jim playing with the footstool. Cousins crowd~g
round, plates waiting for food & mouths dreaming.
The Indians called our alcohol Firewater. My
grandfather didn't call it anything. Didn't need to.

did you teach 'em how to play cribbage?
my father working in the garage. his head
bowed, hands concentrating. i would rather

be dumped on the side of the road
than live like him. Promise me
you'll do that Kenny. I promised. What's
scary is I meant it.
Remember a story by Updike--"The Happiest I've Been."
Young men who live with the elderly
get a better perspective on their own mortality.
"They know the fits of coughing that await all men."
Yeah. Coughing fits.
We are created.
We are destroyed.
God's will. Karma. Fate. Heads. Paper beats rock.
And I suppose this is not the first alcoholic in America,
nor are we the first family affected by excessive drinking;
But this is no solace. No. No solace at all.
And I dream of an end. His death

whats wrong with grandpa
i dont know Jimmy P
he looks sick. Watching our Mom struggle
under Grandpa's weight. Grandma
veiled in the dim of their porch light.
A wedding. My mother starts crying.

is the best way you can end this poem.
Jetsam.

hon, what's the matter?
Uncle Glen downing a whisky.
Dad's having Scotch.
Jim sipping his rum & seven-up.

mom, you okay? mom?

.

He hit a mailbox once. He married a woman once. He killed a fourteen year old German
boy in a World War once. He helped conceive and raise two daughters once. He worked
in a steel mill once. He taught his grandson how to play cards once. We are created
liver failure. internal bleeding. he
might not make it. he made it.
he's coming to live with us.
we can't take it. we're moving
him to an adult care home. it's
not a nursing home. deafness
due to medication. can you see
your grandpa while you're home. doctors
found a mass in his throat.
Grandma's funeral a long time ago. Day
of the school spelling bee. Lung cancer
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For Elizabeth's Sake
Barry

Peters

. toth e w ee Love You .Day Care, Center.
It's a dangerous dnve
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When I'm not assaulted at five o'clock-wher ~alKILf ~~n
me
an electronic memo that I immediately 1ak e~th a handwritten re
Kaline doesn't actually show up at my {! a:~oon as he turns his
minder that I puncture on my me.mo spi
car tum the ignition, and
back-I leave the office , w_alk ~uckly to my
; I'll arrive at Wee
watch the blue digit~fade s♦i :~~p~d~e~ how well I navigate ILove You between 5·23 an · ' .
ch b tw
High Street and
84 and I-91, particuhlarlytte tefac~~~f;!f:~ belie~;me, is to drive
Governor Street w ere e op im .
n ' in all my mirrors-two
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~:~e~~t.!1ndd~~ft~he~a~tt~!~tr/;;~tf~~e1i:d if~i~ib~e ~~!
safest thing to do; I'd get r~h;:~1£r;h~lfackeo(a baby bl~e Jaguar all
fh:!ly~~~1;nJ!~t~d~hile
three rictki~ teeda~ii~l%citYtU
stu
finger from the back seat. hI
c~~~tg~fun e~h:~tlrstate at seventyTOD1 and there we were, amm
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five ~ile~ ai: hour, past ~he goldf~f 0 ~ ~ ~ ; : ;
steering with

R
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~fb\~~;:t~Ji-s
bia;'~;?f~::~:~tl~~J!:!1ttJ~~~~io
ments and cement guabr rai s t warp speed-another rush hour in

bumper to bumpE:r to umper_a
the insurance capital ~f thE: umverse. •
b
Sometimes I
I hear the traffic helicopter hllovenng a fovegrmaned. theft auto or
•
· ·, h
1· t ing to pu medover I'm
or
,
a fu~tive from
imagine it s t e po ice ry
rd
manslaughte~, or triP,le
e~. ~;~ce~:ecutive right in front of the
S(?~ers who JUAnstcathr-Jac t~ i~ke~his ride go faster. I crank the volCivic Center.
Y mg
WHOMP WHOMP of the
ume on mY. r~dio so th_at the WH9MP HOMP WHOMP WHOMP
IS
KNIT'

helicoh!er

rd
ms1nc wih~~::t~flarer.

sTraffic Chopf-er .
G!~:~aIB~ff~~Gill1et:~det~ fh~ ~~k\~:d!~b W~1{~~e°Yo~~l, m
which case I exit ear1Y an a e
k d
my: way to the
0

Most of the time, tho~gh,lil'mth able ~oth~rughrT:r:~~Red, and pull
Whipp Boulevard exit, r?
rfug
into Wee Love You pTarkdmg_lt9 5·28 Not a minute too soon to see my
b 5:30 at the latest. o ay i s · ·

£1izabe~ly afew kids are left on th~ r.1a7.grouni, t1ehotherfd~~1;:s
G::~e~JJ[\a!:~ JI'it~befif h{!fei/~t1:,sb!:~tridmg th:e~pinning

wheel, a small wooden disk that twirls the toddlers around and
around and around. Elizabeth is on the wheel again today, wearing
her bright pink windbreaker with the huge sunflower on the back, the
hood pulled tight against the March wind. She's holding the metal
bar for dear life as she circles around, a gap-toothed smile plastered
on her face. Monique, the teacher's aide, s1ows the wheel.
I call to Elizabeth, who turns abruptly. "Daddy!" she cries and
jumps down, her two-year-old legs churning as fast as they can. She
wobbles in three different directions-the effect of the spinning-then
flies into my arms, completing the best five seconds of my day, the
best five seconds of every day I've had in the past thirty-six years.
Elizabeth buries her face in my shoulder, grips the back of my shirt as
tightly as she can. She won't let go of the hug until we're sitting on
tne bench next to the slide.
"How did she do today?" I ask Monique.
"Just ~eat," Monique says, brushing her long brown hair
against the wind. Monique is cute, her vacant blue eyes inside round
glasses, her legs tightly wrapped in jeans, but she's so damn young. I
fook at the toddlers running around the playground and wonder what
possesses me, and the rest of the supposedly sane parents, to place the
lives of our children in the hands of a part-time college student. The
things I did in college-I don't even want to think about it.
"She eat anything? She play okay?" I ask.
"Denise said she did just fine," Monique says. Denise is the
head teacher-she's with Elizabeth until four o'clock. Denise is gone
by the time I get here, leaving the remaining kids with Monique,
whom I like well enough and who's nice enough to look at. f still hold
nothing against her personally:.
As 'Elizabeth raises her head off my shoulder, Monique leans
over and says, "Oh, she did get scratched."
Elizabeth sets her green eyes on mine and says "HiDaddy," all
one word. I pretend not to stare at what I see beneath her right eye: a
long skinny pink scratch, slightly raised but not bloody.
"It's so good to see you, Elizabeth Miriam Moore," I say, push
ing her head back on my shoulder because I don't want to look at the
scratch. This is the second time in the past two weeks that Elizabeth
has been lacerated, and I've had enougn.
I try to remain calm, for Elizabeth's sake. The wind hollers
across the playground, stirring up swirls of dirt that make me squint.
Monique stands there smiling, brushing the hair out of her eyes as if
it's her face that matters.
-"Who did it?" I ask, patting the back of Elizabeth's pink jacket,
tuggin9 on the point of her bood.
'We're not allowed to say," Monique says. "Denise put a little
Vaseline on it. She's okay. Happens all the time."
Monique's fingers search"Elizabeth's face. I want to tell
Monique to get her stinking hands off my child. We both know damn
well who scratched Elizabeth. Standing by himself at the back of the
Wee Love You building, kicking stones against the brick wall, is
Terrance Talbott. We've all seen Terrance bully the other toddlers.
We've all seen Terrance standing in time-out at the far gate. We've all
seen Terrance's mother slap his wrists when she gets a bad report
from Monique. But just because Terrance doesn't have a ghost of a
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id's face with his dirty fing~mails.
chance, he can ! go sflficthmg upa molYa~eeter-totter. He cries and Monique
A boy shb' o
e en f '
runs to"~fclEli~a~th hit him ba~k?" I call to Monique.
My question dies in the wmd .
b
· ing the
I carry Elizabeth to the car. She's happy as can e, sing
ABC song as I strap her into the car seat.
This is a rotten ni ht for dinner at the Rice's, and I let Patty

know it as soon as I wal~ in t~e.~f~!y, bumping through the living
"~lizabeth_got cut agaaEut beth in one arm, my coat in the
room with mybnefcase an
iza
other.
.
h
"ABCDEFG "
"Mommy!" Elizabet says. k' El' b th "Terrance again?"
"Let me see,, Patty says, ta mg iza e .
,
k d unzi "The won't say. That little basta~d."
"Sh 1s fine,, Patty says, kissing Elizabeth s_chee
d' P ,,
. her ·a~ket. "Let's wasn Uf?, Lizzie. We'r_e g<?mg out or inner.
ping "IJ et down now " Elizabeth says, squirming.

f

"~e have to go, Yo~ ~ow{cf!:%.!aJs\ walk into the bedroom.
That last comment is irec e . . ff for weeks I fling my tie
Dinner at the Rice's-I've bE:en puttm~!~ the wall lo~d enough for
on the bed anhd shovlehmy bb~:r:ttyea~nd Elizabeth ~re all giggles
somebody to ear, ope,
washing up in the bathroo~.
• T' and Elise Rice and less
Thave absolutely no ~terest m id I know them from college,
interest in theirT~o rott~n~1!~r:d~b Hartford last fall. One night
ten years ago. rm was r
nannounced kids in tow. Tfiat
they showed up on °~1~h~s:~ ~oys were wildmen, real ~aniacs.
takes a lot of nerve.
h th h use screamed, cned, and
They begged for food, ran throug
e tocan, ou do discipline somefinally knock~d <?Vefr a flO(f~iai:n~~~p~rents1 I tho{ight we'd never
body else's kids m ront o
eir
.
d El' badgered us to come over, and Patty
get rid of them.
For weeks Trm an
ise
finally accepteEdl: b th back m·to the car seat of the little rusty Chhevy.
I strap iza e
h Ri ' "I get ome
"It's Iike this, Pat~y," 1 say on th:
~h:n; e~et~·play with

Th~f,

w:r

at quarter of six E:Vebrydmgth~. ~e
s~o hours I \et to see her a
Elizabeth. She's m e , a. e,~g ·
day. Two hours. That sit..
I'm running yellow ~:yghts.thm·k I like it any better? We have to
"Easy," Patty says. . . o~
work. That s just the way ivs.
"Not for everybody.
,
· d f ·t"
"We've been through this befo~e. I mhtire o i. d them with
"Two stinking hours. And tonight I ave to spen
Tim Rice."
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"Settle down," Patty says, and I can feel a good fight brewing.
From her car seat, Elizabeth makes a request: "Play radio."
So Monday morning Kaline calls me into hi office and asks me
what happened Friday afternoon. This is the way he do it: he shuts
his door slowly, deliberately slides a cigarette out of his pack, points
me to a seat, sits down, leans back, pokes his glasses, and says, "What
happened Friday afternoon?"
Everybody hates Kaline, absolutely everybody. Just give a guy
a title-even assistant manager-and see how he acts. Kaline struts
around as if he owns the place. All he really does is go to meetings,
pick at us about keeping our desks clean, water plants and sit at Kis
computer, where he works on his own personal stuff. He plays soli
taire, updates his resume, compiles statistics for his fantasy league
baseball team. As far as work goes, Kaline is deadwood.
Anyway, Kaline left earfy on Friday. A customer came in about
five o'cloc1< and we gave him tlie run-around. All of us wanted to get
home, and this customer, some bigshot suit with some big account,
was really pissed about a package that was lost. He wanted to see
Katine, and of course we told him that Kaline was gone, but nobody
really gave this guy the time of da:y:. In fact, I thin!< somebody, not
me, finally told nim to relax, enjoy his weekend, have a few martinis,
and try us again Monday morning.
So Kaline, calling on his three hundred hours of manager
employee relationship seminar training, handles the situation by
calling me into his office and saying, "What happened Friday after
noon"r'
"What do you mean?" I say, wanting to put my hands around
his pale neck and choke him to death.
"Did any of our clients stop in Friday afternoon after I left?"
Kaline knows damn well what happened because the guy
probably called him first thing this morning to complain. Only Kaline
can't be strai9ht with it.
"I don t remember," I say.
Kaline takes a drag on his cigarette. He smokes Stallions,
which come in a royal blue pack with horses on the front. The smoke
stinks.
"That's not what I heard from Bill Seifert this morning," Kaline
says. "He was here Friday with a legitimate concern and nobody
would help him. In fact, he said there was some vulgarity."
The joke is that I'm the best man in the department. Kaline
knows it, and so do all the people who count. I'm not in any trouble.
Kaline just feels like throwm9 his weight around.
'Don't worry about it.' I eicture my fist ramming the cigarette
down Kaline' s throat. "Seifert will be back You should tell him to
lighten up. Get a sense of humor."
Kaline looks like mashed potato.
"I don't know what the matter is with you lately," he says.
I desperately want to hit him, or pick up his computer terminal
and smash it over his head, but I decide to wait. Thank God I did. On
his way back from lunch, Kaline finds a parking spot on Main Street
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right in front of the office. Lucky Kaline--the best SP.Ot for his silver
Firebird, the one he bought the day he was promotea last year.
Kaline's so excited about this parking spot tbat he opens the door
without looking, and a Hartford Transit Authority ous zooms past
and shears th aoor clean off, almost taking Kaline's hand witfi it. I'm
aved again.
Monday afternoon flies by, lots of jokes about Kaline, and I'm
sincerely happy on the way to pick up Elizabeth. The downtown
drive goes exceedingly well, record tlille in fact, and I pull into the
Wee Love You lot at 5:22. As I walk onto the playground , my heart's
exploding with anticipation, and what-the-hey, even a little bit of lust
as1 glance at Monique from behind. Elizabeth hops off the spinning
wheel, stumbles joyfully into my arms. We sit on the bench next to
the slide. The low sun is in my eyes.
"How'd she do today? I ask.
"Just fine," Monique says, sitting next to me.
I make conversation.
"So Monique, is this what you want to do when you get out of
school?"
Monique prattles on. I watch her but don't really listen. Elizabeth loosens the bug and slides off my lap. A few of the toddlers
come over and hang on our legs.
"Only two semesters left, Monique is saying.
I bend over to zip Elizabeth's jacket when it happens: Terrance
Talbott walks right up to Elizabeth and pushes her on tbe shoulder.
For no It
apparent
less than a second to react. I grab Terrance's snotty
takes mereason.
little hand and say loudly and firmly, "Keep it to yourself."
The other toddlers don't move.
"Oh, I'm so sorry," Monique says, fumbling with her hands,
startin9. to break up the group.
'Not your fault,"1 say. "Nothing you can do about it. Does
Elizabeth ever defend herself?"
"I don't think I've ever seen Elizabeth hit anyone," Monique
says. As I start to pick up Elizabeth, it haP.P.ens again. Only this time
Terrance Talbott, his mouth hanging open like he's catching flies,
slaps Elizabeth on the cheek. Not a push but an open-handed slap. I
freeze in disbelief, as does Elizabeth. A second later she hollers.
And then it really, really, really happens. I place my hand on
Terrance Talbot's head-the heel of my hand on his forehead, the
palm on top of his stringy brown hair, my fingers nearly touching his
ears and the back of his neck. His little head is like a melon in my
grasP.- Then all I do is stretch my arm and lock my elbow. That's it-I
simply, sharply, extend my arm. It's the only movement I make, but
Terrance Talbot's head slips from my hand, his hair slides through my
fingers. All it takes is just that much momentum when you're dealing
with a half-pint two-year-old who has the coordination of a drunken
clown. Terrance Talbott falls backwards, his legs tangled, his mouth
still hanging open, expressionless, and bounces his sl<ull on the
cement fanding area at the bottom of the slide.
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We're doing it right this tim th
in the fi~st place. ElizaDeth was ex;~u fay we should have done it
h ome with-Patty, with her mother wh e rom Wee Love You and is
me some night hours clerking at his ffie she slhould be. Tim Rice got
Money's still a bitch with t m
o c~, so work two jobs.
bills on top of everything el7e
h~tle Terrance Talbott's doctor
which is difficult. I still race home aft on t ~t to see Elizabeth much,
ca~ have a half-hour with her before {r0v;:or
O thr~mg~ Hartford so I
dnve ~a<;:k into the city, the tower of
T my mgnt Job. When I
any IS ht up like a Cftristmas tree
e ravelers1nsurance Comt1~t hour, !r!ffic is a bear.
,gnrn;l i~ out. If that's what I have. t;denfat
0
or izabeth, 1t s a sacrifice
I m w1lhng to make. ~
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Postmodern American Poetry
Gary Pacernick

It's time to bring down the moon and replace it with iced tea
It's tim to blow up the banks and charge them interest
It's time to attack your enemy with velcro bullets
It's time to open the graves and pour your golden tears
upon the newly awakened dead
It's time to snort Santa Claus
It's time to let artificial intelligence take over
It's time to make love to the male and female genders within
..
yourself
It's time to question whether you are alive or dead or 1£ it
matters
It's time to live by and through the language of electronic
impulses
.
.
It's time to fly away in your own fully computerized spaceship
It's time to bow down to the gods of uncertainty and difference
It's time to think about last things and first things and
everything in between
It's time to be as wily as a quark
It's time to smash the kaleidoscope and start over
It's time to crawl on hands and knees toward the new directors
of the big zoo
It's time to drag the ocean down with you
It's time that you flew back and forth across the universe
in a sentence with broken syntax beyond meaning
It's time to revolutionize watches and clocks
It's time to remove the cigar from Freud's mouth
It's time and it's not time and it's not yet goodnight
It's time for the last wild laugh-in before apocalypse

The Poet At The End Of His Tether
Gary Pacernick
for Si

It's time for me to probate my estate,
so I'm getting rid of my poetry books
rotting in the basement-hundreds of books
filled with the blood of my words.
These poems that I live and breathe
to write have no readers.
And I don't know why I write them.
I sit in restaurants and let them
pour out of me. I'm like a kid
playing with words
instead of with marbles
'
amazed at all the possibilities.
But when all's said
and done, it's the mystery
that I like of these
words and syllables
that resound with the rhythms
of the tides and of the blood
that pulses through me.
And so I keep writing poems and
some publisher prints them
in a new book, and I'm overjoyed
for six months until I get a letter
from the publisher, asking if I
want to buy back my books
at a discount price, of course.
Then what do I do? It's a poet's
dilemma. Do I or do I not buy back
my own books? For now, today,
I will write my poems
and pray for a loving reader.
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Second Place Fiction
The Leaping

Joanne Huist Smith
I don't know how long I stood there, back and heels pressed
against a wall of rock, while my toes dangled over the e~ge. If the
changes that had occurred in the sodality on the other side we~e any
indication of the time that had passed, I had been there, watchmg, for
quite a while.
It wasn't a wide chasm. My husband made the cross-over
daily; the leap had become so routine for him that he never broke
stride. Even the youngest of my children made the leap now, her
focus always forward.
I was like that once, leaping from one precipice to another,_my
arms stretched in a future direction. I remember the feel of the wmd
on my face as it's cool wildness turned my locks to tangles. The
leaping made my body strong, hard; it felt like the rock I now leaned
against, and I liked it.
That all changed the day I looked down. I'm not sure _why I
did it. It had never occurred to me to do so before. Perhaps it was a
misguided friend or relative who se~~ ~?' eyes on their downward
plunge. Perhaps it was the respons1b1hties of motherhood that
changed my focus. It was much harder to leap with_a ba~e in my
arms, virtually impossible with three. Maybe I was 1ust tired of leaping. Whatever the reason, I stopped.
I was very careful with my children-careful not to teac~ them to
look down. It was easy at first. Babies have no need f~r le,apmg ..
Nourishment, lullabies, and love are simple needs. I didn t mention
the leaping, it seemed more important to teach them to crawl and
eventually walk.
I think he first heard the "word" at school. It was such a sur
prise when my oldest came home and questioned me about "leaping."
He couldn't have been more than six or seven. I wasn't prepared. I
needed more time; he didn't.
We walked together, hand in hand, toward the edge of the

precipi~e. His youthful er_es were dazzled by the temptations of the
other side. My eyes conscious only of the deep pit that lay between
the worlds.
I'm not sure when our hands eparated; his fingers just slipped
from my grasp. ":7hen we reached the edge I stopped; he kept going.
I wanted to call hrm back, but I knew it wa too late. He'd made his
first leap.
.I waited for him. When not observed, I searched the other side
for a sign of the fuzzy brown hair that always stuck out from under
his ball cap.
My young ones kept vigil with me. I read them stories of
Merlin and Arthur. We colored pictures of sunshine and rainbows.
We danced and sang and fi!led the hours with daydreams. Though
we talked frequently of their brother, there was no mention of the
leaping.
It was the middle child who first spotted his older sibling· as he
made the lea~ home. I felt ashamed I hadn't recognized him myself.
The f~zy hair was gone, and so was the ball cap. His manner of
clothing and dress were different. I searched the face of the stranger,
for ~ trace of the boy who had been my creation. I found him hiding
behmd the stranger's smile. I breathed easy.
. . , The n:1iddle child didn't wait for me to walk him to the edge. It
~hdn t surprise me. He was always the curious one. Questions were
m no danger of extinction as long as he was around. Why is the grass
~reen? Why do birds sing and cows moo? Questions, always ques
tions; ~e knew silence only in sleep. Why does the wind blow? Is
the:e hfe on. Mars? I could look in his eyes and see the cogs of his
bram turn as they searched for answers. Thomas Jefferson, Carl Marx;
he needed to know. He needed to know about them all. In the blink
of an eye, his thoughts had turned from animal sounds to
~rchimedes. I knew he could find the answers in the leaping. I let
him go.
. There were no questions asked, after he left. He stayed away a
l~ng time. W}:len I next saw him, he was the answerer, surrounded by
his own brood of questioners. He was smiling. I breathed easy.
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Only the youngest remained. I never took her to the edge, and
I never, never, mentioned the leaping. We wove necklaces of clover in
the summ r sun and made frozen angels in winter's snow.
We talked of poetry and music. We shar d joy in art and
literature. We were friends of the soul. Her siblings 1 aped in and out
of our lives at their leisure. I know she talked to them about the
leaping, but she never spoke of it to me. She wouldn't go to the edge
without me, and I couldn't take her.
Like the flower over-exposed to the sun, she wilted. Others
came who would take her to the edge, but still she remained with me.
I mothered her. I followed her. I watched her; I searched for the clue
to her happiness. She was not like her siblings; she didn't like the
wind in her face and was quick to comb tangles from her hair. She
was my constant child.
I witnessed her metamorphosis through blinded eyes. I allowed her to make the transition from child to care giver without
protesting.
I became the prize rose of her garden, just as she had been
mine. But, our eyes could not meet. We could not comprehend the
new art, and the music was too far away to hear. We sat in silence.
We walked together, silent companions, to the store, through
the orchards, to the park, but never to the edge. A smile always sat on
her face, like an old rocking chair. The weight of the chair was too
great for her to shift alone; she needed a lever. It had to be me.

I kept her mind busy as we walked. I broke the great silence
with stories of her youth. She remembered Merlin and Arthur. They
were her reality, just as leaping had been mine.
When we got to the edge, her mind walked through Camelot,
not on the granite path we followed. I had no choice. With all the
might my body could muster, I pushed her. I closed my eyes as her
feet slipped over the edge. I prayed to every God she would have the
courage not to look down.
When I next saw her, she was soaring across the expanse. She
caught the wind and made the leap with ease. Many greeted her on
the other side, anxious to guide her down their paths. But first, she

turned toward me with her eyes and er
d
.
rated us. She smiled As she walk d osse the distance that sepathe cool wind that h~d c : d h e away, my heart shivered from
arne er across, but I breathed easy.
So, there I stood, with my back
.
.
toes dangled over theed e. M hun agamst a gramte ~all, as my
leap, while my hands gr;ped frr safe~h~fJ:. wobbled with desire to
I wish .1 had known how to hold on.
Sometimes when the pain of hold.
turned to catch a glimpse of the ho
mg on 1
grew too great, I

i:a~:

Years. Except for the occasional b : ;; :
~/~::: _for s~t":111Y
ence.
Once,
I
thought
I
cau
ht
r
'
m so i s11me, but she had made her ~al la g rmpse obf my own mother
watching
eap years efore.

My shoulders ached M
1
.
hard to remember about th. y ~yes g owed. I tned, I tried so damn
looking dow F
e. leaping, but all I could remember was the
n.
ear
grew
slippery
in my f'mgers. I was falling. I
knew I was falling.
I had never fallen b f
·
ing, before
the youn oneth~:· Bac k m
those glorious days of leapand I hadn't fallen. g
come, I had stood at the edge alone,
I looked down The b tt
from my ledge. Whe~ I coul~ 1o~motd further and further away
oo no onger, I closed my eyes.

leapin:. ~ac:;::rb:o:~e sthoutled. I was the girl who had done the
en no onger.
fingersThe
released
· grasp on the rock and stretched to a
future MY
direction
1 th.:r

turned my loc~ to t~;~s:: 1~e:;e~-~~::ie~::s~~y face and
But, I looked down.
I hit the roeks at _th e bottom, memories bounced, then
broke. When
Darkness
her now Occas· grel~ted me_hke an old, familiar friend. I sit within
the light~ above10;kna~, shthe h~s her fil~y veil and I catch a glimpse of
ow ey re all waiting fo
h b
·
the young ones I will r b
r me, my us and and
There can be n~ lea inc im up one day, but I know I will not leap.
out of the pit.~ p g out of darkness, only the slow steady climb
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The Pearls

I
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MY SISTER'S DIARIES

Lyn Lifshin

Lyn Lifshin

I
she pread them
around her bed like
a moat ditch to
keep some raging
forest fire from
enough so the red
doesn't touch
her. The verbs
unwind, a film
going backward fast
sweeping the woman
who goes from 38 to
16 then to
10 back a tidal wave
slamming houses.
She reads every
page of what was to
be before it
was takes those
words like a clover
with 4 leaves in an
amulet toward where
nothing is written

An engagement pres nt, from my husband's parents.
Buried in a drawer like small eggs waiting to hatch,
forgotten. They seemed like something in a high school
photograph. I'd have preferred a large wrought iron pendant,
beads that caught the sun. Pearls were for them
and I was always only a visitor, tho he said he wished
I'd call him Dad. Sam was all I could get out,
it was hard to throw my arms around him, to bubble
and kiss. And not just because they thought
me a hippie, a witch, thought I took
their son's car and stamps and coin collection.
Pearls wouldn't go with my corduroy smocks, long black
ironed hair. They didn't blend with my hoops of onyx
and abalone that made holes in my ears but caught the light.
Pearls might have gone with the suits I threw away,
no longer a graduate student trying to please.
.
They weren't suitable for days with a poet hidden in trees
or for throwing up wine in toilet bowls after poetry readings
where I shook and swore not to let anyone see. My spider medallion
is in at least eight poems. Pearls remind me of the way I thought
I.was: studious but not wild, not interesting. But I put those pearls
on last night tho I hadn't planned to wear them. They didn't seem ugly
or apt to choke, seemed gentle and mild as so little is in my life
these days. I slept in nothing but those pearls, they seemed
part of me
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Sister Grim

Rebecca L. Harris
Once up n a time there was a writer who wanted to write fairy
tales. H r fairy tales wer dark fable full of grief and half-spoken
viol nee, like the real fairy tales of old tim s, and she wanted to write
them because a dark angel sat on her shoulder and whispered them to
her out of the air like spinning threads of gold, like knife-sharp
spidersilk, like needles in the brain. Her stories were not realistic,
because she did not want to speak the unspeakable, did not want to
describe true horror and incredible stupidity and, worst of all, the
small, monkey-meanness of the human heart that can confound even
a saint's loving eye. Instead, her stories sang of doomed love, cel
ebrated courage in the face of death, and searched for the music that
the human heart makes when it breaks.
She was not a confident writer. Self-doubt assailed her because
it was a gift of the dark angel, who led her down false paths in the
natural course of things, and laughed about it. Often, she wondered
why she could not take a lighter view, and at those times, she heard
the angel whisper in her ear: "Dying is easy. Comedy is hard." Her
angel, she knew, had witnessed unheralded death and madness that
masquerades as evil, or is it the other way around, and she knew that
her angel would never let her be taken by surprise. If there was a lost
advantage in this, she did not consider it.
Her gift for words was a source of suspicion among the people
whose own gifts let them twist language like a golden wand, and a
reason for jealousy among others who had no gifts at all. She herself
bore responsibility. Like any foolish lover, she looked for reassurance
in all the wrong places. And she met, on her way, people who were
not pleased with her writing. They were the people who liked their
fairy tales sweet and comforting; they did not like looking at under
bellies. She argued that there is room in the ether for all words, but
she realized they were the mob that crucifies dark angels when it can,
so her argument was drowned out. She escaped with her life and
counted herself 1ucky.
As an interested observer, I asked her what it felt like, and she
told me a story.
One day (she said), the devil said to her: "Sister, I like your
style."
She shrugged him off and turned away with her nose in the air.
She had her angel. What use the devil, then?

. But the devil is not so easy to discourage; in fact, he is as im
possible to lose as a bloodhound who's got the scent. You can snub,
1:1sult, and challenge the devil, and in the end, he will embrace you
hke a .lover and play tunes. on yo~r heart with a flick of his long fin
gernails. So th~t day, h_e picked his teeth with a gold toothpick and
hopped alongside her hke they were two friends going for a Sunday
stroll.
"Hold on, there, Sister. I've got a proposal for you."
"Not interested."
"~ot interest~d! Not interested? Huh! Sister Grim, this pro
posal will grab you hke no other. You'll find yourself willing and
happy to do this for me."
"Look." S~e was patient, she was willing to pay the devil his
due, but she had JUSt escaped with her life and she was tired. "You
'";d God can gamble for souls all over the universe, for all eternity.
Its no concern of mine."
. "Hmph. Show~ what yo1:1 know. This hasn't got one thing to
do with s?uls. It has~ t got one iota, one quarking, minuscule, mo
!~cular thing to do with souls. This is between you and me, Sister, and
it s a favor you can do me, a favor you can't resist doing me, because
you.got that dark ange~ there, sitting on your shoulder, talking, talk
~g m your ear all the time. You 11 do it for me, because it's words
Sister Grim, it's words a1:d words, all the words .that grabbed you'
when you uttered your first clear one, it's the words dammed up it's
all the wo_rds in the universe that you weren't able to say when y~ur
eyes saw it all and your heart was breaking but your mouth was
dum~, and now's your chance, Sister. Now's your chance. I want you
to write your ~ords on my heart, cut them in with the sharpest instru
ment you can find, I want you to write those words in blood-ink and
tell me the history of your kind."
She was suspicious, but the devil's offer wormed its way
through her brain, growing, taking on weight. No writer can refuse
words, even when she carries a dark angel like the weight of the
world.
"What's in this for you?"
,
~e put both hands on his heart. "I'm looking for redemption,
I m lo?kmg_ for a way back into heaven, I want to smooth the way for
the millenni~~, .and the words will show me the way. You don't
know what its hke, b~ing the king of hell. Sure, I'm the guy in
charge, but what's the satisfaction in that when you can't even stop by
headquarters and say hello?"
She did~'t believe t~e devil for a minute. In all the history of
words, the devil was the biggest and the best liar. But after all, she
1
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wasn't being asked to debate for the fate of the world, she wasn't
being asked to fiddle or pick or dance, and so outdo the devil at the
crossroads. All she was being asked to do was write, what harm
could there b in that for a writer? Oh, if only Sister Grim knew, if
only he had wi dom with all her words, if only she did not trust a
littl t much in h rang 1, but who in the world was th r to tell
hr?

"Where shall I begin?" she asked.
The devil smiled a long, slow smile. "Why, Sister Grim," he

said, "begin at the beginning."
And so she did. She told a simple tale of companionship at
first, a little redemption, a little forgiveness, just to put the devil in the
right frame of mind, something she hardly needed her angel for. She
built words upon words, and those gave birth to new words, and she
could hardly write fast enough for all that came pouring of her, while
the angel sat on her shoulder and whispered in her ear, its eyes glow
ing gold like spinning coins, its greedy breath hot on her ear. She told
what it was like to go on, head up, when all the world conspires to
keep you small, not because the world hates you, but because there's
only so much room to go around, and you can't ever take yo~r share
of it for granted. She laid out all her treasured words, her bejeweled
ones and her plain ones, the ones that tugged her heartstrings, and the
ones she could toss off like yesterday's news. The devil put his chin
on his fist in an attitude of listening, fascinated.
She showed him the shattering beauty in the smile of a loving
child, the ennobling loyalty of a friend in the midst of horror, and the
fear that dwells in a mother's heart. She forgot all her insecurities and
wrote of unrequited love, she who had known deep sadness in her
time, and passion like agony, and inevitable loss. She wrote of the
entwining of young bodies with caresses of lips and tongue, hands
upon eager flesh, whispers in the dark and the sweet, shuddering
release that is like a sudden dawn, until she came around the circle to
heart-crushing anger and hatred burning hotter than the fires of hell,
her words like rough music, causing the devil to clasp his hands and
roll his eyes, sighing, "Oh!", and that's when she began to cut deep.
She wrote of the anguish that dwells at the bottom of the human soul, and she told what happens when it bubbles up, sobbing
into laughter in the teeth of death. She told the history of the world
from the beginning till now, the smallest to the epic, the obliterating
communion of souls, and the words of loneliness that no one can
utter, until suddenly, she saw the devil's eyes glowing, now red, n~w
gold, pulsing with desire like her angel's eyes in the darkness, commg
closer and closer. She knew then what the devil had in mind, like any

creature a slave to his own nature; hungry for souls all right, with hers
closest to hand. At that moment, she incised in his heart, in his own
blood-ink, the deepest, loudest word of all, the word that was Word
the word that burned into him like a cross burning its image in the '
forehead of a sinner, though she had never known she knew it, the
word that was the sound of th universe being born.
. Then the d:vil cried out, grateful, "Sister Grim, you've got it!"
while he spread himself open to pain or pleasure, she couldn't tell
which, an~ embraced her with arms of forgiveness. Redemption was
hers, not his, because she had poured out all her words without fear
with?ut hesitation, a gambol for her dark angel and herself, and a gift
for hrm who takes the hindmost.
Now the devil is a sporting loser, or maybe he got what he
wanted, or maybe he's just patient, because he shook hands with her
angel before he departed, flinging back over his shoulder:
"Keep telling those fairy tales, honey, and you'll always keep
the devil at bay!"
Nobody would know that better than he does (she said).

l
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WHEN YOU DO
Ro s Talarico

makes your throat dry and your voice
becomes the fir t true symptom of betrayal
When you open the door
to a killer's room

When you open the door
to a killer's room
and on the wall is a photograph
and on the table a cereal box
and on the floor a pair of clean black shoes
When you know someone
has slept there alone
and you see the window cracked and open
and you feel the wind enter like a thief
and blow open the useless vault of your fear
When you open the door
to a killer's room
and the news clipping
rests like a dream on the strangled pillow
and on the floor
its casing an assemblage of light
a bullet sends its glow into the air and over
the page of some condensed history of
the modem world
When you open the door
to a killer's room
and your memory fades like the radio
and the drip of the faucet

and there is still time to smoke
a cigarette and the leaves burn until
your lungs bum and your every breath is a passion
When you open the door
and close it behind you and there is
still time to walk further and further toward
the expanding center of a killer's room
you shed your coat, your shirt
and your socks
and try to remember why you are there
until there is nothing to do
but sleep and start loving all over again
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the tale end of two houses

nancy levant

defined not in our isolation
but in revelations of kisses
sometimes we wonder about them
bewildered in the paralysis
do lips take at times take fully
five days to pass
does a short cut take magic to the tropics
the just-in case-of kiss
the construct security exposes
junk yet not until the fire
cleared the sight lines
was it rendered agreeable
no...fed the blaze
and struck as suddenly
we are clipped purged
trimmed but still the shadow
of our wild cousins
a grand total of them
when you take my face
in your hands when i see
the angle of your coming
it's an old world
a matrix of forest and meadow
our wild animals surrounded
by people as a myopic kiss
is an emblem in an ocean of grass
the way i love you
the astonishing size
of the orchid's nectar pool
as dramatic an army massing
to feed millions
it is quickly exhausting
the naked slope of our lips
though our skins are well preserved

o generosity i am tired

nancy levant

of the wind i am thankless
o concerned great greed
great crooked woman
the conspiracies you enter in
are peachy like your kind
blank face to a fault
what you want you deny wanting
the child the matrimony
soyeahyoujusttry is one word
who do you think i am the only other
what walks with you
won't go between your legs
crack of doom
you are not alone deep laying
yes i shiver nearly grieve but
what do you need to be
what do you need to be
strangely numb robbing passions
of babies that did not come
i was grateful for a mother once
it's how i know
you can't have beauty twice
in a toss the roughian wind
heads or tails the offerings but you
name yourself by yourself can you?
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Second Place Poem
Secrets

Patrick Scott Geisel

Some secrets
can't find words;
only subtle things
like the sky
and the wind
and the purr
of a cat on
a hardwood floor.
Who understands smiles
and can tell what
they are
or how they feel?
Perhaps the sky
doesn't know
what makes it
beautiful
and no season knows
what secrets
are buried
deep in its soul
and why every spring
comes to life
from a thousand
winters' tears.

A Terrifying Light
Soren Gormley

somebody told me
"Life can't be bought or sold,"
but in a half-lit room somewhere
a woman is staring out a sealed window
at a flashing neon sign
that reads 'ROOMS FOR RENT BY THE HOUR";
her eyes glossy and red,
her lungs sinking.
somewhere deep in her pupils
there's a stinging which won't go away,
no matter how many times she implores
that she's accepted this "career" as fate;
she wonders if Jesus Christ believed in fate,
when he placed his blazing hands on the sealed coffin
and brought a man back from the dead?*
she wonders if the sky was cluttered with light?
and was it terrifying to the mother,
who had to accept her son's death
and then watch him stand and walk
on his own two stiffened feet?
then she looks around the room,
(there's a terrifying light
that slashes at the.pale purple curtains of a motel room,
reminding her that life can't be for sale)
and she asks herself,
where are the sacred hands
who will burn this filthy corpse off me?
''Derived from the Bible (Luke 7.11-7.17)
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Posthumous Work

William Feustle

"It's not a good idea," I say, "You remember what happe~ed
last time," but she says, "I'm sure you won't l t that happen agam,
please, please, come," and I say, "OK," and it wa a mi tak , and now
I'm here, and I'm sorry.
Her poetry to me always sounds like the kind o~ stuff you read
in high school literary magazines-lots of clouds and fields of flo~ers
and rain puddles and tears, even though she has _manage~ to acquire
this wonderfully pompous voice and style of delivery which makes
even the pimply, bored, and jockish under-gr~ds listen as if hypi:o
tized. Of course part of that might be that she s drop-dead beautiful
with the silkiest brown hair and eyes so black you can't tell where the
pupils end and the color begins, but now I sound like a high school
poet so fuck it.
I squirm in my seat which is way up front and try to keep from
falling asleep, which is what happened last time, and which wouldn't
have been so bad if I hadn't managed to really zonk out. Everybody
must have been real quiet leaving because I remember her being
introduced and then I remember her waking me up looking embar
rassed standing next to the head of the creative writing department, a
somewhat famous novelist himself, bearded and bald, and whose
books I find to be as unreadable as her poetry.
She starts into her third poem of the nine she is going to read.
It's a short one, thank God. Her long poems are always about Italy
where she was one semester on a fellowship of some kind and where
she must have had a hell of a time because she's gotten more poems
out of that trip than any other poet could get out of a lifetime.
Sitting in the front row there isn't much to do but listen and
watch her, and I'm trying to remember if she'd worn a bra under her
black poet's sweater and begin to concentrate quite hard on her right
tit which is the one I can see, the other being blocked by the lectern. I
pick up the rhythm of the poem easily and wait for the accented
words to see if that familiar jiggle is there or not. Just can't really get a
clear line of sight. End of the third, six to go, questions and answers,
and I'll find out for sure.
The forth is a long one about unshaven faces, Italian laces,
romantic places, la ti da and so on and I'm gonna fall asleep. Maybe if
she didn't practice reading every poem about thirty times before one
of these goddamn readings I'd be more likely to find them interesting,

bu~ J:>robably not, .and maybe if she didn't walk around the apartment
r~citing the work m progress over and over until she finds just the
nght word ~nd then n~n to the table in the spare bedroom and write it
down, read it, change it, do it all over again. She'd heard that Wallace
Steve~s had done. that. Walked to work and paced out his poems,
occasionally backing up a few steps if he needed to repeat a r
Right, I'd buy insurance from a guy like that. End of the
. Bottom of _th .fourth. That's wh re I'd rather be, watching the
Orioles ~n TV. Sipping a beer, eating some pretzels. Th fifth i short,
~ort of ~ike t~ree ur a.n d down. The sixth is a semi-short, morose one:
. The Victorians said it best, that to orgasm is to die...," a poem which
is guaranteed to make the lover of the poet squirm, which I do and I
see~ to.catch the eye of ~ason, the other poet in the department and I
smile slightly an~ he s~ml~s back. Hell of a nice guy. I wonder if he's
e,ver ma~e her di;, which is unlikely because I've read his stuff and
I m con~mced he s not her type, which is hard not to be unless you're
gay which I'm convinced he is.
.
Top of the seventh. Up and down no score and it's on to the
eighth. I'm convin~ed she's fooling around which is probably under
stan~able because it seems that all we do is fight. It's this poem that's
convinced me though, cause it's about cheating and feels true enough
to be a good poem and almost too true to be fact. Almost.
. Ninth and the game's over and there are two or three insipid
~uestions and the under-grads pile out, followed by the hungry look
mg grad students, except for the one who gave the introduction and
whom I assume is in charge of the reading series. I hope he can write
cause he can't speak worth a damn.
_I w:Ik up t~ her and give her a quick kiss on the lips and say
· Nice Job, which it was, and rub my hand down her back and hit a
bra strap, while the grad student looks down at his feet. I knew it, not
enough bounce on the accent.
"Keith, have you met John Hewlitt?" she says, and of course, he
says, No, but I've read your work," and I say, "And you thought it
~as wonderful," and he says, "Does everybody say that?" and I say,
No, some people have the balls to tell the truth," and he smiles ner
vously and backs away.
"Th "Christ, you're a rude son of a bitch"
, she says, and I say,
anks, can we go 1:o':," and she says, "OK," but the department
head corners us and insists that we come back to his house to have a
drink with the faculty and grad students, and I say, "No thanks. We
have other plans," and she says, "We'd love to," and we go back to his
house for a drink.
·
He liv~s in Roland Park in a house he bought when he first
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came to Baltimore and which he couldn't afford now even if his last
book had been a bestseller, which it wasn't, but who's talking. We
have a drink or two and I seem to always be one or two ahead of
everybody else and Cindy's in the co~er tal~ing and laughing with
Jason and I reconsider my interpretation of his poetry•
The department head captures m betwe n the sofa and my
fourth drink and asks when we'll see th next H wlitt nov 1, a if I've
invented some new type of fiction which h and some oth r f 1i
,,
quite true and which I and most others feel is bulls~it.
"Soon, soon," I say, "I'm working on something now, and he
says, "Well, it all takes time doesn't it. But don't take too long be~ause
you do have quite a lot to share," and I say, ":'es,_that's ~ue. A_ gift.
A talent. I read the reviews and it's true, a mmd 1s a terrible thing to
waste, and can I please have another drink because this bourbon and
water is quite gone."
He takes my empty glass and ventures off to the bar and I grab
Cindy's arm and say let's go and she seems to think this is a good idea
since she's sure that if I stay I'll embarrass her, which I've probably
already done.
In the car she insists on driving and says, "What in the hell is
happening to you? You're getting nasty and mean and bitter," and I
say, "No, I'm not. I'm temperamental and eccentric and creative. I'm
gifted and talented," and she cuts me off and says, "Stop it," and I say,
"What ever do you mean?"
"What did you ever see in me?" she asks, and I say, "I can't see
it now, you have your clothes on," and she says, "That's it. I'm mov
ing out," and I say, "OK, cause you're too much of a goddamn distrac
tion anyway," and she says "Distraction from what?" and I say,
"Writing," and she says, "Bullshit. I know what you're doing. You're
going through your goddamn stories from college and piecing them
together, like for your last book you re-worked old stuff from grad
school." I say, "I'm writing a posthumous novel just like they kept
releasing Hemingway novels after he died," and she says, "That's
great, but you haven't died yet," and I repeat poem six to her and get
it all right and she says, "Don't make my poetry sound like trash. At
least I'm not sitting around whining about how gifted I am." Now
she gets quiet like she thinks she hit me with a low blow and she's
trying not to let herself apologize which she always does after we
fight if I wait long enough.
But she hasn't by the time we get back to the apartment and she
pulls her suitcase out from under the bed and starts throwing her
clothes into it. I go into the kitchen, pull the bourbon out from under
the sink, fix another drink and go back into the bedroom and ask her
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where she'll go. She says, "To Jason's," and I say, "I thought he was a
faggot." and she says, "Of course you would." She closes her suitcase
and says, "I'll be back tomorrow afternoon for the rest of my stuff and
I'd rather you not be here." I say, "You're really serious about this,"
and she says, "Yes," and I say, "Well then, I suppose a blow job is out
of the question," which she always found funny before, and she just
looks at me and says, "You really are a bastard," and I say, "Don't let
the door slam you in the ass on your way out," and she leaves.
I walk into the living room where the contents of the box I
pulled up from the storage room are spread out and continue to
compile my posthumous work. ~
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cool as we pause
Foladeh' Mondisa Durham

cool as we pause
cool as we float along ide
these sundrenched mountains
place the heart rac
above the clouds
make our lives rain
while flooding our minds with intensity
how i long to thrust at your smooth frame
as we inspire one another
you are my friend
in this world and i just wish to
slowly drown in your anticipation
of our evenings
push my head under water
and swim around in the Nile
untangling my seaweed hair
from your fingers
stand above the sand
warmth filling our voids
slide gourmet seashells along
my taste buds
and i will tell you which
emotion of mine they each resemble
place me slowly on the escalator
of your thoughts
as i incline, tell me so
not necessarily by words
butbywell, you know...
go with me for this exotic vacation
never stops, no time to
because sweet, all i've ever had
is undying love for you
create in us
create in me
a. complete package of trust insurance
and miles of strength for life
hand in hand, in my basket chair
daisies smile at the sun, producing another child
we named him commitment for short
swinging on jewels and walking on concrete,
i am enjoying this world ...

my life is not a tourist attraction
Foladeh' Mondisa Durham
my hfe is not a tourist attraction
do not treat it as such
ven though my p n speaks of
waterfall and di tant places
romance and foreign faces
my life is not a tourist attraction
not meant to be displayed no three-dimensional glasses
can permeate these depths
can't excel to my next level
from a couple shallow steps
my life is not a tourist attraction
my thoughts may be as peaceful
as vacation in june
my movements as graceful
as flowers in bloom
no lookout mountain above my head
for those individuals whose imaginations are dead
my life is not a tourist attraction
no airfare or special accommodations available
i don't provide space for your satisfaction
i do not exist for anyone's reaction
life is meant to be peaceful
to each his own
not judged or looked upon
but left alone
not a drug for personal satisfaction
by nature we are each sewn
to a distinct direction
my life is not a tourist attraction
no one of this life is equipped to understand
why i do what i do
why i am who i am
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Touch-Me-Not

Tamara I. Dozier
O'Keeffe's jimsonweed painting deceives:
milk petals unfold-skimmed-cream opaque
white percale sheets. Its poison snares
grease brush, the eye lulled by sleep.
"Thorn apple" (its nickname), erectile tissue,
weed-blood that scorches the earth's wild hair,
whose prickly fruit grows too near the flower.
Why trumpet perpetual disease?
Herbicides, spermicides (nonoxynol nine)
rid rank growth from villages, clear away
troublesome, thorn-ruptured blemishes.
The nerve of this plant, resembling a flower.
Disguised as a lily: Easter or water.
Blistering garden beds bursting with color.
Shingles and shrubs can't prevent its debut,
as night dew wets botanical bodies.
Ripe pods explode in a wheeze and a rush:
perennial jimson- and jewelweed galore
(Latin stramonium impatiens biflora).

Rita Coleman

Sunflower
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Hanging Out With Patrick Dale

Rachel Swearingen
The art critic, Lawrence Penn, paced casually about the culp
ture. There was something brilliantly slouchy about him. It may have
had something to do with the baggy trousers, or the ov r iz d jacket.
Most likely it had to do with being raised in a zoo of heavy objects
and spending long afternoons daydreaming in one of his father's
favorite stone burial casks.
Unlike his father, an eccentric Boston curator, Lawrence developed a particular interest in the newest and most unusual art. For this
reason he was a welcome sight at universities and colleges where he
led impassioned discussions on the newest of topics and sometimes
discovered new talent as well.
"That's what I'm talking about!" He swooped his hand down
wildly, a glider about to crash. "It's misuse versus use. Here the artist
misuses space. That takes balls! It's as if I were given a gallery, a
space at the Louvre and simply threw this pen down and said,
"There!" With that the critic sent his silver fountain pen to the floor.
It rolled to the feet of a wiry haired observer who quietly picked it up
and started to walk away.
"Hey, bring back my pen, would you? Anyway, you got the
point? Misuse of space, anti-art equals art. You've got to take the
risk. Risk. Not a simple thing. One must choose the right time, make
the right choice, because as we all know there's a fine line between
risk and stupidity. Here the artist rests a can of government grade
pork on a gilded pedestal. There's a point to be made here. Brilliant!
Brilliant! To flirt with failure, now that's the new art. Hey, where are
you going, bring back my pen would you! What's the name of that
guy, anyway? Anyone know him?"
"His name's Patrick Dale," a young woman in the front of the
crowd piped up. "He made that piece over there." She pointed to a
long knotted rope hanging from the ceiling. Penn attempted to say
something witty, but failed. The crowd chuckled.
"OK, what's next? Who's next? Let's move over to the sculp
ture near the exit. Who's the artist? Margaret Volden. OK, Margaret
you're on. Tell us about this piece, no, wait, let's let someone else tell
us about it first. Who wants to tell us what Margaret was trying to
accomplish with this piece?"
Patrick Dale walked down the long corridor from the

university gallery to his studio. The metal pen slipped in his hands.
He tossed it back and forth and intermittently fussed with his red hair.
Once there he propped open the door and pulled a stool from his
easel. He brought it to the doorway and stood on it, then he tested the
wood above the door. He jumped down and went to a comer where
there w re piles of various colored and textured ropes. He chos a
v ry thick twine, lugged it back to the tool and fastened it, b fore
forming a noo e.
Soon Lawr nc P nn walked down the hallway. He wa ac
companied by a briskly moving group of professors and stud nts.
"Certain schools excel in particular areas. Now, Madison is a materi
als school. It's amazing! Every year I find myself flabbergasted.
Mud, sticks, string, dead bumblebees, fish! Can you imagine these
artists thirty years from now. Why I wouldn't be surprised if the next
Picasso were here right now. Of course, that isn't to say..."
With everyone pressing around him and hoping to be told they
were the next Picasso, he might have walked right past Patrick Dale's
studio. That is if it weren't for the silver pen hanging from a rope at
the artist's door.
"Excuse me a moment would you please?" Lawrence Penn
promised to meet the group back in the classroom for a scheduled talk
on the modern dilemma of breaking new ground in art. After some
questioning, the group departed and Mr. Penn entered the studio. He
stooped down and carefully ducked under the hanging rope. The
walls of the studio were tall and looming, here and there was graffiti
of a student past. There was the usual display of shelving and work
tables. Everything was exactly as one would expect, except for one
thing-the art work was not neatly piled or strewn about, there were
few of the usual cans of brushes and such.
Hanging in various lengths were several sorts of rope, twine,
string and yam. There was great shining, yellow nylon rope, old,
frayed rope, and even human hair. Several pieces hung limply, while
others were as pendulous as their shadows.
At the end of each rope was a noose. In the thicker nooses
were the tiniest and lightest of objects. In one, the wing of a butterfly,
in another a toy soldier. As Lawrence Penn walked about he found a
feather, a vanilla bean, a photograph of an old woman, a miniature
china tea set, and a child's tiny shoe. He found a movie ticket, panties,
a kaleidoscope, and a balsa wood glider.
"Brilliant! Simply brilliant! Each object caught in a giant
noose. One is struck by the individual's special quality. The frailty of
lace cradled in a nylon rope, the storybook strength of a toy soldier,
the lost potential of the butterfly's wing."
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He watched Patrick Dale toy with the ropes, making several
swing. The artist stopped then, winced at the critic and laughed.
"That's not the point. Man, the point is...don't you get it? The point is
each one of these things is too light to hang itself. They just hang
there all day, swinging, hanging out. That's all, man, that's all."
"Amazing. You've got balls, kid. Real balls. It's crazy what
you kids come up with, keeps me on the dg . Materials...that' what
the Madison artists excel in. They know how to really swim in it.
Well, Dale isn't it? Keep it up. Let's see some more of you. I'm sure
I'll be seeing some more of you." And with that the renown art critic
Lawrence Penn headed for the door. For a moment he lingered in
front of the dangling fountain pen. It turned a bit, as if to emphasize
the initials, LLP, Louis Lawrence Penn, his late father. Unable to bring
himself to lift the thing from its noose, Lawrence simply turned on his
heels and started for the classroom.

Christopher Ritter
His parents hover over him, passive and airy as clouds. His
father is an old man, slight with a sparse, grey crown of hair, and his
mother, thin and weak, brittle as a cruel winter day, her skin smooth
and pale as ice. He can see them from his hospital bed, wh re the
gravity of his disease k eps him. It ha worn on him, eroded almost
all the rudimentary functions of adulthood, leaving the persistent pain
exposed, a penetrating agony.
He can find some comfort in sleep's short but gentle caress.
The refuge, however is too temporary. He remembers this from the
last time the sickness incarcerated him and the latchkey nurses rou
tn:ely woke him, putting something in him or taking something away.
His parents were out of the country then, but he wasn't alone. His
lover visited daily, and the warm hands made him think, for some
reason, of fresh baked bread rising magically. Nonetheless, he felt,
even then, the disease's terminal tattoo sink into him, and when the
scab of hope tore from the wound, he was alone. By the time his
parents returned from Europe, he had been released, but had lost
weight, and although he planned to keep the disease secret, they
noticed he was gaunt, so he told them.
His mother sits in a chair by his bed, her eyes fixed on the
television set up on the wall, her hands folded neatly in her lap. His
father moves about the room, a private room, his arms crossed over
his chest. "Remember that trip to Venice?" he says, trying to mine the
past. "That was some trip!"
Then, "You and Rose Bennett made a handsome couple. Wonder what ever became of Rose.
"Uncle Charlie worked in a steel mill. He used to bring you
chocolate bars every Sunday when he came for dinner at Grammy's.
We'd all be there. All of us. You wouldn't remember Uncle Charlie.
Too young. He was something."
He administers his own medication. The pain knifes into him
and he draws in his breath, pushing a small button with his thumb,
attacking the magic button as if he's ringing in to give the correct
answer on the game show his mother is watching. A dull wave curls
over him and he thinks, To win the match, the answer
is?...Morphine?--Correct! You win!
A groan, meant as laughter, escapes him, and at the foot of his
bed his father uncrosses his arms and reaches out as if to touch him.
Instead, however~ his father leans on the foot board, round-shoul
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dered, and the pinpoint eyes of his sharp, worried face look away.
"Remember Stonehenge?" he says. "Back then you could walk
among the rocks. Walk right up and touch 'em. You can't do that
now. They keep it cordoned off. Too many people messing up the
stones. Vandalism." He talks toward the mother. "They' re afraid of
vandalism. So now all you can do is look. It was really som thing
though. Remember?"
He listens to his father and remember the trip to Eur p . He
remembers the British Isles, and crossing the chann 1to Franc . Then
suddenly he remembers one year that they didn't make it to France.
He had gotten a virus, and was terribly ill with a high fever and a
bone-rattling cough.
The hotel room was large, with a high ceiling and a fine brass
chandelier dangling in its center. The walls were papered in cheerful,
Victorian floral patterns. His parents shared a double bed, while he
slept on a cot across the room, away from the draft of the window.
Despite the vividness of his recollection, however, he can't remember
his parents there, can't imagine them in the room. He wonders if they
hovered over him, their pale ghostly fingertips just above his hot skin.
But then he remembers Caroline.
Caroline was the hotel chambermaid and she came daily to
freshen the linens, and check on him. He tries to reach back to that
time, to touch that place deep within himself where she's kept. She's
stark and trim, her black hair pinned up out of the way, and her green
eyes burn around the pupil brightly, glowing as if volcanic. On her
hands he smells soap and peppermint as she leans over him, brushing
the hair from his forehead.
"Etienne," she whispers, her breath making him shiver, and he
smiles, glad that she is so close. She speaks in French, a language he
doesn't understand, but the words sound sweet, ancient incantation
and he feels blissfully enveloped the magic of it.
"How are you today my American boy?" she translates to
English, tracing a finger over his chin. His smile grows, and he
pushes against the finger.
"I've brought you some brandy," she whispers, "you will feel
better." He is too weak to sit up, so she reaches around, over his
shoulders, her palms flat against his back and lifts him. "You must sit
up," she tells him, lifting him toward her until they are pressed to
gether. He feels her breasts against him and, as the cool air meets the
dampness of his back, he shivers, then his arms go around her body,
and he clings to her.
They hold each other. Finally his body slackens and they ease
apart.
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"Etienne?" She brushes away his tears.
He's embarrassed, but he reaches for her again, and this time
she holds him so tight that he can scarcely breathe, but it's still good.
"You must be well," she breathes into his ear. "The brandy ..."
She sighs and gently returns him to the bed, pulling the com
forter over him. Looking down at him, she straightens, squares her
shoulders. "The brandy," she says confidently, and puts the glass to
his lips.
The sharp heat burns his throat and he coughs, but the warmth
spreads and even his cheeks feel hot. Caroline smiles, her nose
wrinkled. "You must get well," she says.
He feels her moving away, and cries for her. Caroline!
Her face knots with anguish, and she touches his forehead with
her cool, trembling hand. It glides over his cheek and cups his face,
and he reaches up, taking her hand in his. He feels the comfort of
flesh on flesh, he feels molten life deep in his core.
"You are not alone," she says, and raises his hand to her lips
and he believes.
She kisses the back of his hand, then returns it. "Bon nuit," she
coos, "Adieu," and ~trokes his cheek once more before leaving with a
promise to return.
His body draws into itself as he stirs, the hard grey pain coldly
seeping back into him. He looks around the room, and seeing no one,
he clutches the morphine injector. He calls out, but there is no an
swer, so he presses the magic button and weeps, wishing for Caroline
to return. ~
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OHIO THE EVE OF INVASION

Kathy Austin
DEER

Kathy Austin

From the cabin I can see
two deer on the curved ridge.
With heads down, they could be
a mere outcrop of the brown hill
above a deep patch of snow,
a bump, a brown silhouette.
But their heads raise often,
look forward, behind, watchful.
Yesterday I saw large cat prints
in fresh snow nearby.
Still, I want to be with them
on that ridge, a thin, graceful body
against an infinite sky.
But the mercury hovers near the bulb
and even with the bulky warmth
of winter coat, the clunky boots,
padded gloves and hood,
even if I hefted myself up the steep hill,
I'd hardly belong up there,
would never arc and run
quickly enough from the leap.

on this evening
b hind the windows leaves curl and uncurl
a worried wife
sits beside her husband's bed
awaiting his last breath
quietly she
sighs and listens how
each breath still fills the room
a farmer
labors in his barn filled
with straw and wood
nearby
a cow stands quietly, its sides
swelling, its steam escaping
in short bursts
to the surrounding cold
the clouds cling
indecisive, dripping rain, waiting ...
on the road, wipers scrape the windshields
of cars, wait, then move again
side to side
in the darkness
by the side of the road under
a watery surface, a turning
unblinking eye slowly peers
upward
on this evening
a moon rises as it always does
nearly invisible, a shadow of itself
behind the clouds
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What Color the Sky?

Patrick Scott Geisel
'The sky, as I saw it, was a subtle shade of periwinkle. Of those
portions of sky behind a slow-moving cacophony of white clouds,
however, I could not be sure. The ever changing nature of the heav
ens has always amazed me and I was not about to commit mys If to
anything which I could not definitely discern.' Steven t down hi
notebook and leaned his chair back softly on the hard wooden floor.
It was late and the house was quiet and he didn't want to disturb the
mood. He sat looking at the night sky for a while, not writing any
thing, just holding the notebook in his hand and looking out the
window.
A soft hand and gentle pressure on his shoulder broke Steven's
solitude. "Hi," Robyn said softly in his ear.
"Hi," he closed his notebook.
"You know I don't sleep as well when you're not in bed with
me," Robyn said. "I missed you."
"I know. I didn't think you'd wake up."
"What are you doing?" she asked. "It's really late."
Steven turned and took hold of Robyn and pulled her around
toward him. Her small ninety pound body followed his movements
almost effortlessly. "I was just thinking," he said. "You know I
haven't had much time to myself lately. I used to have a lot of time
alone." Steven's gaze wandered past her and out the window again.
He was thinking, thinking about how different everything was.
"Do you miss it?" Robyn asked. She sat down in his lap. "Do
you ever miss it?" Steven just looked out the window. Robyn turned
and looked with him out at the darkness.
"It's not that I miss it. It's just different. I guess I'm used to
spending a lot of time by myself."
"I like spending time with you," Robyn turned and looked at
Steven.
"I know. I like being with you too. I didn't mean that. It's just
that I like to be alone sometimes. You know I've always been like
that, it's not you."
They sat there for a minute, neither of them saying anything.
Robyn reached out to the curls of hair on Steven's forehead. She had a
quiet, almost sad look on her face. "I don't mind if you want to be by
yourself sometimes," she whispered. "But I want you for myself too."
Steven put his hand up to Robyn's face. "Coming to bed soon?" she
asked.

"Soon," he said.
"You're not done writing?''
"No. I want to write a little more."
"But you weren't writing anything when I came down. You
were just sitting there looking out the window. You're going to fall
asle p out here."
St ven pick d up hi pen. "I was thinking," he said.
About what?"
"About what color the sky is. I was thinking about what color
the sky is."
"At night?" she said. "It's black. The sky's not any color at
night."
"Yes it is," Steven said. "It's lots of colors."
"You'd rather sit here trying to decide what color the sky is
than come to bed with me?"
"I'm coming. I'll be there in a minute."
"Yeah, how long of a minute?" she said. "I guess I'll just lay
there and I won't be able to sleep then." She got up but Steven was
still holding onto her hands. "Well, are you coming?"
He didn't say anything, but Steven didn't let go of her either.
He looked in her eyes, but she only gav.e a little pull and tried to tum
a little as if she were leaving. He held onto her. "Come here a
minute," he said, and drew her toward him.
"Steven I want to go to bed," she said. She tried to pull her
hands out of his, but she was so small there wasn't much she could do
against him. Still, Robyn knew he would let her go. Instead, she gave
a jerky movement and let him guide her around so she was standing
between his legs, facing away from him. He wrapped his arms
around her and pulled her in to him.
"Look," he pointed out the window with one hand. "What do
you see?"
"It's dark and there's a moon. Are you happy now?"
"What color is the sky?" he said.
"I can't see the sky. It's dark."
"Yes you can. There's lots of moonlight. What color is the
sky?"
"It's purple," she said. "It's kind of purpley and there's a ring
around the moon. Now will you let me go to bed. You know I hate it
when you get like this late at night. Now I'm going to be tired in the
morning and grumpy and it's going to be your fault. Can't you just
stay with me through the night? What's so hard about staying with
me?"
"I only wanted some time to dream a little, that's all," he said.
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"Well what ~ver happened to dreaming with me?" her voice
was shaking. "You used to like to dream with me. Don't you like to
dream with me anymore?" He had let her pull away and she turned
and dropped herself down onto another chair and let her head sag
down onto her chest. "You used to read me your j urnal in b d. I
used to fall asleep to the sound of you t Hing me how b autiful v ry
thing was. Now I don't ven know what you think anym r ," h
m d
said. For a long minute, St v n didn't do anything. F r what
lik too long a tim , h just sat and thought about what h w nt d to
do. He looked at his notebook lying on the floor. He pick d it up and
looked at it, then stuck his pen in at the page where he had been
writing. He got up and walked through the silence to where Robyn
was still sitting.
Steven leaned down and kissed Robyn gently on the cheek.
"I'm sorry babe," he said. "I do miss it. But not what you think. I
don't miss living alone, I miss the dreaming with you. Maybe I have
been too much of a loner lately. You know, it's just these moods I get
into."
"I know," she said. "But sometimes I need you too." She
looked up at him in the dark quiet of the room and said, "I have
moods too, and sometimes I just need you."
Steven took her hand gently helped to lift her up. "Go on to
bed," he said. "I'm coming. I'll be there in a minute, promise." He
gave her another little kiss on the cheek.
Steven waited a minute as he listened for Robyn to get settled
into bed. Then he quietly took his notebook and went in and lay
down next to her, with his body wrapped around hers. In the tiny
light coming through the window, he began to read to her; 'The sky as
I saw it was a subtle shade of periwinkle.' ~
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Elegy for Suicides
Jason Braman

You w r born b n ath a tragic starand the fluids eeped into the groundsw ll
forming reflective pools that grew into oceans.
When the tides rosethe birth cries made music with the waves.
Sweet and bitter sweats poured their acid candies
over the full moon, distilling the white into a terrifying purity
burning flat the craters and mountains.
Now it sits, polished as a glass eyeFixed and lidless.
Memory's dark angel.
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The State Of Living
alexis e. larsen

I stepped to the mik and spoke
Words ran like wet paint
Ears tun d as I coated thought after th ught
"Love is madness
It consumes its host and disregards its origins

There are a variety of methods
but one contact is enough
Love is free
Yet Medea paid.
I perform my metamorphical function.
I reflect my time
I celebrate my variety
I tow the party line
I make room for gridlock
These are concessions that countries under crisis cannot
afford."
Our emotional needs were tied to our physical needs
and other loyalties seemed secondary
It was the dilemma of being a romantic in a realistic world,
I saw the symptoms but looked away
Because Love made me a doubting apostle
But we can be strong enough to admit what we are.
We gave up on liberty and suffered silence
But I practice living and break with noise

339
Simon Perchik

Th
com r ton
hrink and forget
-car fully 1 ttered, r mind d
-I bring a warm pebble
and the rain too is famished
-my arms slip back and the same wind
all those years mauling your headstone
eating its memory by mouthfuls
-you're not sure
almost make out my sleeve
smelling from dampness that can't go on
-this weak brick I softly set in place
will crack too, open with feathers
that dig into your sides
the way seabirds are sent out
toward your heart as moonlight
bringing back more weightlessness
-this is not for you, you dead
forget your terrible thirst
-all my tears and still your throat
heading for saltwater-you need
a house, a building, a hometown
to rise over you the way this ground
and every breath is soon.
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Out of Memory
Review of: Against Information and Other Poems, by John Lane, New Native Press,
1995, ISBN: 1-883197-06-6, $7.95, PO Box 661, Cullowh e NC 28723 (704-293-9237).

Joe Napora
I like the little things a go d p et d
with languag , littl
things that announce a big tal nt in th ca of thi p t, John Lan .
Here are two line from "Six Words Off a Po tcard by Nin Andr w ":
Below the surface, soil is warm, intimate
I'd say. Even as a worm I'd expect more ...
We get here some wonderful appreciation of the rime of vowels
played off each other to create combinations as pleasant as they are
appropriate: "soil" and "warm" to create a rime with "worm"; the
sharp crisp syllabic rush of "intimate" played off against the three
syllable run of "expect more" that creates another rime of sound and
feeling. Well, he does these things, and he does them with an aware
ness of music and who music serves and why.
Another poem, "Hammered Leaves," ends this way:
War is an intricate state of being, but the hammered leaves
of the craftsman are a private combat, carved over and over
by the old artist. He dies, but not in service of the palace.
Without rancor but with the sureness necessary by a poet who knows
where real inspiration comes from and to where the poems go out, he
indicts the NEA culture bureaucrats and the poets lined up in rows to
suck at the federal teat.
"Against Information," the strongest poem in the collection,
may become as notorious as Antler's "Factory." I hope so. In a time
when poets run in fear of content, especially the content sustaining the
language we all live by, Lane's fearless celebration of the materials of
words, a lover's embrace to keep language alive to meaning, is a sign
of hope and a cause for celebration. But the other poems in the collec
tion are also celebratory. I'd buy the book for their grace, wit, and
commitment, keeping the poetic voice alive to value and meaning and
humor as well as righteous anger.
We live in an information overload designed to drive us all out
of our minds and bodies and into a hyper-space of no memory of the
past and no desire for a utopian future. Our constant collective fear is
the message from the computer: insufficient memory. The solution is,
as it always is: Buy More, Consume. Our most pathetic and petty
president, the man who bankrupted the country with our blessing,
shares with us his Alzheimer's Disease, our collective fate we embrace

because being cowards is preferable to being citizens. Like William
Carlos Williams said, "The way of the world is stupid and obscure
and must be so to fit man's intelligence. Therefore, we love show and
hate the truth." I fear Lane speaks too much truth and will remain too
little known. We need him. If a genuine culture exi ts outside the
wr ckage of the Know Nothings w have 1 cted to abuse u , then it
will xist b caus of our ff rt t support the courage, vi ion, and
faith that sustain thi new pr : N w Native, with ight titl ~ pub
lish d o far. Rath r than whin to a congre for a penny' return for
th dollars we send them, s nd the dollars to New Nativ . A real
culture may be possible.
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Joe Napora's most recent book of poetry is Snaketrain/Frieghtrain from Quelqu foi
Press and he is editor of BullHead.

Gary Pacemick is the author of several volumes of poetry and criticism. He edited

Images for many years and is the editor of David Ignatow's letters. He is professor
of English at Wright State University.
Simon Perchik has had poetry published in many eriodicals including Partisan

Review, The Nation, Poetry and The New Yorker.

,.

April 21:
May 19:
June 16:
July 21 :
August 18:

Kerry Smith
18th Emergency
33 People
Cincinnati Slim and the Headhunters
Groove Therapy

Hot music • Cool art • Fun people • Great munchies • Cash bar

,.,

Admission : $5 for non-members ; museum members free
Call 223-5277 for more information • 456 Belmonte Park North_ _ _ __,
Sponsors :

NBD Bank

Barry Peters teaches English at Centerville (Ohio) High School. His stories have
appeared in Aethlon and What If? Writing Exercises for Fiction Writers. He recently
completed his first collection of short stories, Physical Therapy,, in fulfillment of his
master's thesis at Wright State.

Christopher Ritter has had work published in several small circulation magazines
including: The New Press, Echoes, and Pearl. Currently, he is occupied as a full-time
father raising his son, Andrew, while finishing a master's degree in education. He
hopes to be teaching in 1995.

Scarecrow (formerly Charlie Mehrhoff)

NEW AND UsEDBOOKS

Joanne Huist Smith is a senior English/Mass Communications major at Wright

Ar TREMENoous SAVINGS.

State. She is a non-traditional student. "The Leaping" is part of a collection of

•Wide selection of gift books, hardbacks,

"push you over the edge, you'll find your voice."

stories she is working on titled "Different Voices". Each story features a different
character (men, women, children, animals) set in a different stage of life. All the
stories are written in the first person.

Ross Talarico has had work appear widely, in over 200 publications, including The

Atlantic, Poetry, The North American Review, New Letters, The Iowa Review, The Nation,
Prairie Schooner, etc. His last book, Hearts and Times: The Literature ofMemory (1992),
was produced as a stage play this past spring in Chicago.

.
aperbacks & out-of-print materials.
•taried collection of CDs, cassettes, LPs & videos.
•Enormous selection changes daily. '
.
•Most merchandise half the publishers pnc~ or less.
•We pay cash for printed & recorded matenal all
day, every day.
.
•Gift Certificates/Kid's Readmg ~lub.
•Visa/MasterCard/Discover/Amencan Express.

sourn TOWNE CENTRE
2090 Miamisburg-Centerville Rd. 438-0249
lOam-lOpm Mon.-Sat. l larn-7pm Sun.

IMMORTAL
Comics • Fantasy Games • Gaming Cards
Posters • Non-Sports Cards
5460 Brandt Pike

(513) 233-6106

by John Lane

A new collection of poetry
from New Native Pr ss
"For any who might have doubted that the human
brain is the most explosively articulate of expert
systems or fi ared that the best minds of our re-generation are
being devoured by the Internet, this is the "Howl" of the '90's,
a poetic rallying cry for humane technology."
-Benjamin Dunlap
Chapman Professor of Humanities, Wofford College

Against Information & Otlzer Poems
by John Lane
80 pages $8 ISB 1-883197-06-6
Available February 1995

For orders or information contact:

New Native Press
1-704-293-9237
Po Box 2554
Cullowhee, NC 28723

We'd rather
be seen in
the bathroom.
Prairi
liooner
h n' t b n ar und
v nty y r
jut b au w
publi h a grab bag
of th b t contem
porary fiction,
poetry, essays and
reviews to be had.
It's also because
Prairie Schooner is
read: in libraries, in
classrooms, in back
yard hammocks, at
the beach, on the
sofa, and yes, we' re
proud to say, in the
bathtub and on the
commode. Prairie
Schooner is no
coffee tabl~ book.
Buy a subscription
and find out for
your lf.
1

y ar $20.00

2 year $35.00
3 years $46.00

Send check or
money order to
Prairie Schooner
201 Andrews Hall
Lincoln E 685880334
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$1000 FOR THE WINNING STORY
ALL FINALISTS PUBLISHED IN FALL 1996 MISSISSIPPI REVIEW

JUROR TO BE ANNOUNCED
(PREVIOUS JURORS: VERONICA GENG, AMY HEMPEL)
GUIDELINES: DEADLINE IS MARCH 31, 1996. NONREFUNDABLE ENTRY FEE IS
$10 PER STORY, LIMIT TWO STORIES PER AUTHOR ($20). MAKE CHECK/MONEY
ORDER PAYABLE TO MISSISSIPPI REVIEW PRIZE. NO MS RETURNED. CONTEST
OPEN TO All US WRITERS EXCEPT STUDENTS OR EMPLOYEES OF USM. PREVI
OUSLY PUBLISHED OR ACCEPTED WORK INELIGIBLE. MAXIMUM 6500 WORDS
(25 PAGES), TYPED, DOUBLE-SPACED. AUTHOR, STORY TITLE, AND "MISSISSIPPI
REVIEW PRIZE ENTRY" SHOULD BE ON PAGE ONE. INCLUDE SASE FOR UST OF
WINNERS. THE MISSISSIPPI REVIEW PRIZE ISSUE WILL BE AVAILABLE TO COM
PETITORS AT A REDUCED RATE ($5). ISSUE SCHEDULED FOR FALL 1996. AA/EOE

ENTRIES ACCEPTED SEPT

1, 1995

1 9 9 6 M I S S I S S I P P I REVIEW

PRIZE

UN IVERS I TYO F SOUTHERN MISSISSIPPI
BOX 5144, HATTIESBURG, MS39406-5144
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As You Won't Expect
To Read It

The Redneck Review of Literature
Serving Dedicated
Readers, Writers & ,Scholars
Since 1975

~

.~
l!:I

$16 per year
$42 three years
1556 S. Second Ave.
Pocatello, ID 83204
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CONTEST RULES
1 Any previously unpublished short sto
·of up to 7 500 worcfs is eligible. No nove
chapters,'please. Writers may enter only
one manuscript . i~ contest. NO
simultaneous subnuss1ons.

1

2 All manuscripts should betJP.ed,double·spaced, and be accomparuecl by a cover
letter. The author's name should N(?T
apP.ear anywhere on the manuscript
itself.
3.Please indicate Contest Entry on your
outer envelope.
4.DEADLINE: All submissions should be
postmarked by December 7, 1995.
.
5. All manuscripts should be accomparu~
by a $12 entry fee. The fee w1

automatically begin or extend a
subscription to River City. P!ease _make
checks payable to The University of
MemphlS
6.River City will pub~h the P?Ze-winning
story, arid retains nght offirst refusal to
publish any contest entry.

7.Entries will be scr~e.ned by members of
the Creative Wntn~g fa~ulty at. the
University of Memphis. Winners ~l be
chosen from 15 finalist by a nationally
prominent author.
8.Winners will be notified in April
1995.
.

9 All other entrants will receive wmn~g
.stories in the Winter 1996 issue of River
City. NO manuscripts will be returned.

Ed·t River City Department of English,
Send contest entri~:t?J~~:JifMe~~~?s~~!mphlrTennessee' 38152

River City is published twice each year at The University of Memphis
$7 per copy/$12 per year

First E-v-er

Western Fiction Contest
Sponsored by

The Redneck Review
of Literature
A Magazine of Contemporary Western American Literature
and the
Westward Movement
Since 1975
Prizes: $250 First/$150 Second and Publication
awarded for 2 contemporary previously unpublished short stories
by "new" writers who best challenge
Western American Mythology

Include SASE and reading fee of $10 per story. 5000 word maximum.
Must be postmarked by July 15, 1995.
Winners will be notified by November 1, 1995.
Send to:
The Redneck Review of Literature (Fiction Contest)
1556 S. Second Ave.
Pocatello, Idaho 83204
(one year subscription $15 Single copy $7 .50)

Laura Albrect
Julian Beck
Joseph Bruchac
David Chorlton
Ira Cohen
Scott Cooper
Phil Condon
Anne Coray
Byron Crews
Thomas Rain Crowe
Stuart Dybek
Edward Field
Manuel R. Garcia
Ra ond E. Glenn

David Garrison
le shawn jackson
Arthur Winfield Knight
Jonathon Lavant
Janice Levy
Naguib Mahfouz
Herbert Woodward Martin
Octavio Paz
Eve Shelnutt
Denise Thomas
Michael Wilds
Ed Weyhling
Harold Wright
Nina Zivancevic
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ions should include:

a !elf-addres ed eta~pcd envelope (SASE) for return lo contributor (please en3ure correct postage);
a cover letter

lllith the contributor's name, address, telephone number, and a short autobiographical stalt,ment;
typed or printed legibly on each submission piece.

♦

the contributor's name

♦

N~,,. aims to publish as

♦

Careful lran.lations of foreign poetry welcomed.

Poetry Guidelines

♦

erlive, meaningful. visual poetry.

Please refrain from more than seven poems per ,ubmission; total aubmission should not exceed thirteen pages.

♦

Please refrain from ;;endio • inspirational or light ver!le, obvious or trite rhyme.

♦

Nex111 publishes "flash" and "sudden fiction," experimental fiction,

fiction Guideline,

are able to stand on their

♦

re ◄ ional fiction, slice-of-life-vi~nclles and novel excerpts that

O'll-'Il.

Please refrain from ,eodin more than fivt: short stories per 1ubmission; total submission should not exceed thirty page,.

♦

Nexus is not inler led in " nre pieces ,uch u 1cience fiction, mystery, we lern or romance.

♦

1 •o

♦

All piecea ,hould b 1uitable for black nd white printing.

♦

♦

Phot
mor than seven pi ces p r ubmi ,ion.

raphy & Artwork GuiJ linca

P]., e print title, medium, contributor', name, addre , telephone number 411d arrow
Slide, and negatives are not acceptable.

Because of the high volwne of submiuioru, response limes vary.

indicalin ◄ the top back of each submission.

If question, arise concerning the status of your submission

contact the

NtcU3 office. Submi ions received May through Au wt are held for evaluation w1til September. Nau$ cannol claim re1pon~ihility for

copie■

of the issue in which the work
loat 1ubmi11ions not in our records. Paym nt for publiehed suhmiuion, is two
lr ditiooally feature, the work of both n..-w and establi,hed writer,. Sample copies are $5.

NtZX"U•
W0J6a Stud,nit Union
W,.;9 1.t Stata Unioar,ity
Daylon, OH 45435
(513) 873-5533

ppea.r■•

No:u,

